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ABSTRACT
Nutrient pollution from agricultural sources has been a large contributor to the decline in the
health of the Chesapeake Bay. According to the Chesapeake Bay Program’s (CBP) Watershed Model
estimates, agricultural sources constitute 42% of the total nitrogen pollution entering the Bay as of 2014,
the largest source by any sector. The Commonwealth of Pennsylvania continues to remain the largest
contributor to nitrogen loading into the Chesapeake Bay of any state within the Bay watershed. In a
recent report by the CBP, Pennsylvania agriculture is lagging behind other sectors in nitrogen pollution
reduction. Vegetated riparian buffers are a common agricultural best management practice used to reduce
runoff from adjacent upland fields resulting in the abatement of nutrient and sediment loading. Studies
have shown riparian buffers to be effective at removing nitrogen loading from upland areas, such as from
agricultural fields. Numerous programs have attempted to increase buffer establishment through a variety
of mechanisms however other incentives must be implemented in order to meet buffer establishment
goals set forth by the 2014 Chesapeake Bay Watershed Agreement.
Nutrient credit trading has been proposed as a potential mechanism for reducing non-point source
nutrient pollution entering the Chesapeake Bay such as from agriculture. Nitrogen credits are currently
being traded in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, however non-point sources compose a small
percentage of the total nitrogen credit supply. This study evaluated the ability of agricultural riparian
buffers to produce nitrogen credits within the Pennsylvania Nutrient Credit Trading Program as a revenue
generating mechanism to incentivize buffer adoption by Pennsylvania farmers. The variation in nitrogen
credit trading profits from geographic location, buffer type and size, and farming practices were evaluated
to determine the feasibility of nitrogen credit production as an adequate incentive for buffer
establishment. Nitrogen credit trading was compared to alternative buffer incentive programs such as the
Conservation Reserve Enhancement Program to assess the benefits and disadvantages of credit trading as
an incentive.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
The Chesapeake Bay has been on the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) list of
impaired waters since 1998 due to a variety of factors; eutrophication being chief among
them. Eutrophication refers to excess nutrients such as nitrogen and phosphorus entering bodies of water.
These excess nutrients can result in abnormally large algal blooms which are harmful to plant and animal
populations through a reduction in sunlight penetration and depletion of oxygen levels. The detrimental
effects of excess nutrient pollution on aquatic ecosystems in the Chesapeake Bay negatively impact
humans as well through recreation, fishing, and industries reliant on healthy water quality. These impacts
can sometimes be difficult to quantify economically which makes the development of policy regulating
nutrient pollution a complicated subject.
In 2010, the EPA developed the Chesapeake Bay Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) in
response to poor water quality and limited progress in restoration efforts both within the Bay and the
Chesapeake Bay watershed. The TMDL, which is in fact a suite of 92 smaller TMDLs, sets limits on the
amount of nitrogen, phosphorus, and sediment allowable to meet water quality standards of oxygen,
clarity, underwater grasses, and chlorophyll a, an indicator for algae levels. Specifically, the TMDL sets
targets of a 25 percent reduction in nitrogen, 24 percent reduction in phosphorus, and a 20 percent
reduction in sediment with all control measures to reduce pollution in place by 2025 (EPA 2010).
The Chesapeake Bay TMDL sets pollution limits at 185.9 million pounds of nitrogen and 12.5
million pounds of phosphorus (EPA 2010). However, the EPA estimates that over 250 million pounds of
nitrogen and almost 20 million pounds of phosphorus are carried into the Chesapeake Bay in a year with
average rainfall (Van Houtven et al. 2012). Nitrogen and phosphorus come from a variety of sources
such as urban runoff, wastewater and sewer overflow, forests and forest practices, and atmospheric
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deposition; however, the largest contributor is agriculture. As of 2014, the Chesapeake Bay Program
(CBP) Watershed Model estimates that roughly 42% of the total nitrogen and 55% of the total phosphorus
entering the Chesapeake Bay come from agriculture (CBP Website). These same model estimates
indicate that Pennsylvania’s agricultural sector is falling far behind nitrogen reduction targets (EPA
2015). Recent articles published in the Bay Journal on the Watershed Model findings, phosphorus targets
are potentially being met however nitrogen loading targets into the Bay are falling behind schedule,
especially from Pennsylvania agriculture (Blankenship 2015 & 2016).
In 2015, the EPA began to withhold federal funding for Bay-related activities in the
Commonwealth due to the state’s lack of advancement in nitrogen reduction. In January of 2016, the
Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) released a new plan to improve statewide
Bay restoration efforts in response to the EPA’s actions (DEP 2016). The DEP restoration strategy details
the facilitation of riparian buffer establishment as a method of reducing pollutants entering waterways. In
a statement from the Pennsylvania DEP, Department of Conservation and Natural Resources (DCNR),
and other organizations associated with the strategy in January of 2016, buffers were mentioned as a
central component to restoration activities (Pennsylvania Pressroom 2016). To quote the DCNR
Secretary in the statement:
“Of the many best management practices that improve the quality of waters and habitats in the
Chesapeake Bay watershed, the single best may be the restoration of riparian forest buffers along
stream banks to provide critical barriers between polluting landscapes and receiving waterways,”
DCNR Secretary Cindy Dunn said. “We are renewing our focus on increasing forest buffers in
Pennsylvania by developing a comprehensive approach to provide funding, training, and outreach
to farmers and landowners.”
The Chesapeake Bay TMDL has received substantial pushback from agricultural entities since its
establishment by the EPA in 2010. Since 2011, the American Farm Bureau Federation, Pennsylvania
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Farm Bureau, and other agricultural interest groups have filed (and lost) federal lawsuits leading to an
appeal to the U.S. Supreme Court. Their claim was that the EPA had over stepped their boundaries
delineated by the Clean Water Act. However, in February of 2016, the Supreme Court decided not to
hear the challenge set forth against the EPA, which in effect upholds the Chesapeake Bay TMDL (Dance
2016). It is clear that practices reducing agricultural nutrient pollution entering the Chesapeake Bay in
the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania are not only important, but are continuing to receive support.
Practices specifically focused on reducing agricultural nitrogen pollution are crucial in order for
Pennsylvania to meet the nitrogen reduction targets required by the Bay TMDL.
The Pennsylvania Riparian Forest Buffer Initiative is one of the most recent manifestations of the
need for more nutrient reducing conservation practices in the Commonwealth (DCNR 2016). The
initiative’s goal is to plant 95,000 acres of riparian forest buffer by 2025. Riparian forest buffers are a
common agroforestry practice implemented to reduce agricultural nutrient pollution entering waterways.
Incentive strategies to promote agricultural riparian buffer establishment are an important mechanism to
promote buffer adoption by farmers.
This study will focus on the ability of nitrogen credit trading to provide an incentive for riparian
buffer establishment on farmland in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. Nutrient credit trading is a
mechanism by which credit producers can generate revenue through nutrient pollution reduction. By
reducing agricultural nitrogen loading to the Chesapeake Bay, riparian buffers could generate revenue
through trading nitrogen credits within the Pennsylvania Nutrient Credit Trading Program (PA NCTP). A
cost-benefit analysis will be conducted in order to see if the costs of buffer establishment, and
subsequently the cost of producing nitrogen credits, is greater than the revenue generated through credit
trading under current market conditions.
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Figure 1.1 Map of the Chesapeake Bay Watershed within Northeastern United States. The dark blue
outline represents the boundary of the Bay Watershed while light blue shaded area represents the portion
of the watershed within the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review
Agricultural Riparian Buffers
Riparian buffers are vegetated strips of land along waterways and are a common agricultural best
management practice (BMP) used to reduce nutrient and sediment loading from upland fields. Riparian
areas can be defined as land located next to bodies of water which are transition zones between aquatic
and terrestrial ecosystems (Palone and Todd 1998). Two main types of riparian buffers are forested
buffers and herbaceous buffers, also called grass filter strips. Vegetation in a forest buffer is comprised
mainly by tree species as opposed to grass filter strips which are predominantly herbaceous. The United
States Department of Agriculture (USDA) Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) provides
technical guides for BMPs such as riparian forest buffers, practice 391, and grass filter strips, practice
393, which the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) incorporates in the PA
NCTP.
NRCS Conservation Practice Technical Guide definitions are as follows (NRCS 2015):


Riparian Forest Buffer (391): “A buffer of trees and/or shrubs into a suitably prepared site to
restore riparian plant communities and associated benefits. The buffer will be located adjacent to
and up-gradient from a watercourse or water body extending a minimum of 35 feet wide. Trees
and shrubs to be planted on 10' x 10' spacing and protected from deer browse with 5' tall shelters.
A buffer of trees and shrubs will be established along the riparian corridor which will provide
stability, filtration, shade, and desirable habitat.”



Filter Strip (393): “A strip or area of native herbaceous vegetation situated between cropland,
grazing land or disturbed land and sensitive areas. Practice includes seedbed prep and planting of
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native species. Species selected shall be able to withstand partial burial by sediment and tolerant
of herbicides used on contribution area while protecting environmentally-sensitive areas.”

Vegetative composition, soil characteristics, topography, hydrology, climate, and buffer width all
affect the efficacy of nitrogen reduction by riparian buffers. Nitrogen reductions are achieved through
plant uptake, microbial denitrification, and facilitating retention in the soil and groundwater (Mayer et al.
2005). Aboveground vegetation and soil surface litter intercept and slow runoff, increasing infiltration
into the soil and the pollutant removal capacity of buffers. Densely packed grasses which would compose
a grass filter strip tend to be more efficient at intercepting surface runoff and allowing sediment
deposition (Lee et al. 2003). Microbial denitrification has been shown to be a large contributor to the
nitrogen reduction potential of riparian buffers (Hill et al. 2000, Mayer et al. 2007, Mulholland et al.
2008). Riparian zones typically exhibit favorable denitrification conditions such as a shallow water table,
groundwater flow through the biologically active root layer, and anaerobic conditions (Simmons et al.
1992). Increased vegetative litter entering the soil in riparian buffers provides carbon which further
facilitates microbial denitrification (Tesoriero et al. 2004). Furthermore, tree roots provide carbon
exudates and create favorable microclimates for denitrifying microbes which can increase rates of
denitrification in riparian buffers (Groffman et al. 1996). Forest riparian buffers can provide greater
source of carbon through surface litter and favorable conditions for microbial denitrification than grass
filter strips (Rheinhardt et al. 2012). In their review of literature surrounding nitrogen reduction
effectiveness from riparian buffers, Mayer et al. (2005) showed that grass filter strips exhibited lower
total nitrogen reductions than forest buffers.
A meta-analysis of riparian buffer studies estimated 50% nitrogen removal efficiency for buffers
with a width of 3 meters, 75% for 28m, and 90% for 112m for all buffers studied (Mayer et al. 2005).
However, combined grass and forest buffers exhibited the same efficiencies for widths of 5, 20, and 47
meters respectively. The review showed large variation in relationships between buffer width and
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nutrient removal efficiency, yet they appeared positively correlated. Larger buffers were shown to reduce
nitrogen loading more than smaller buffers. However, there are clearly other important factors at work
such as microbial immobilization and denitrification. Sweeney et al. (2004) showed that increased forest
riparian buffer size increased in-stream nitrogen removal in the form of ammonium. Forested streams had
wider channels and therefore an increased streambed area which increases the surface area for nutrient
adsorption onto sediments and microbial uptake. The effect of riparian buffer age on nitrogen removal
has been studied in detail, however the results have been inconclusive through a variety of results.
Hubbard and Lowrance (1997) showed minimal effects of both clear-cuts and selective thinning in forest
buffers on nitrate concentrations and no effect on ammonium concentrations compared to a mature forest
buffer. Nitrate concentrations were observed to be slightly lower in the clear-cut scenario, potentially due
to an increase in vegetative uptake from new plant growth. However, Rheinhardt et al. (2012) claim that
root systems from older forest stands provide a better microclimate for denitrifying microbes than
younger forested stands.
A three-zone riparian buffer system set forth in a 1991 USDA booklet has been a common
riparian buffer structure used and incorporates a grass (filter strip) zone at field edge, a managed forest
zone, and an undisturbed forested zone adjacent to the waterway (Welsch 1991). This type of buffer
combines sediment runoff reductions from filter strips, managed forests which can uptake nutrients from
continual plant growth, and unmanaged mature forest which can increase denitrification and in-stream
nitrogen reduction. For these three-zone riparian buffers in the Chesapeake Bay Watershed, Lowrance et
al. (1997) suggested that nitrate removal is more efficient (between 50-90%) for buffers in thin soils with
shallow groundwater as opposed to areas with deeper soils. Thinner soils prevent groundwater infiltrating
below the root layer thereby circumventing interaction with the vegetative buffer rooting zone and
reducing its ability to reduce nutrient leaching into streams.
Due to the ability of riparian buffers to reduce agricultural nitrogen loading into the Chesapeake
Bay Watershed, they have been utilized in farmland nutrient management strategies for some
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time. Establishing buffers on farmland comes at a cost however. Labor and capital must be invested in
the planting and establishment of buffers such as seed or seedlings, planting equipment, and protection
from animal browsing. Sweeney et al. (2002) showed that a combination of tree shelters and either
herbicide or tree mats as competing vegetation control were the only combinations that resulted in over
50% tree seedling survival between numerous establishment techniques. Grass buffers tend to be
significantly less expensive to establish than forest buffers (NRCS 2015). In some cases, buffers are
planted on otherwise agriculturally productive land which results in an opportunity cost of lost revenue to
the farmer. Cost share programs were developed in order to offset the costs of buffer establishment such
as the Environmental Quality Incentives Program (EQIP) and the Conservation Reserve Enhancement
Program (CREP). These programs offer 10 – 15 year contracts to landowners and provide technical and
financial assistance to establish conservation practices such as riparian buffers. Cost share programs can
cover the costs of buffer establishment and even provide annual rental payments to offset the opportunity
cost of reduced cropland area. However, these payments can be minimal, buffer maintenance can be
costly and time consuming, and developing contracts can be complicated; so cost share programs are
often not enough to incentivize landowners to establish buffers.

Nutrient Credit Trading
Nutrient credit trading, a form of water quality trading, is a market based approach to pollution
reduction that can be used to meet nutrient and sediment related water quality goals (Van Houten et al.
2012). In 2003, the EPA issued their Water Quality Trading Policy officially supporting the use of
nutrient credit trading as a mechanism for nutrient pollution reduction within the context of the Clean
Water Act (EPA 2003). Nutrient credit trading programs have been developed in four Bay states;
Pennsylvania, Virginia, Maryland, and West Virginia, with a program in Delaware in the works
(Branosky et al. 2011). These trading programs operate by issuing permits to point source polluters such
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as waste water treatment plants and allow sources that fall below permit limits to sell pollutant credits
such as nitrogen to sources that need them to comply with permitting limits. The idea is that point
sources which can reduce pollution at least cost can generate credits more cheaply than sources whose
pollution reduction is costly, thereby reducing pollution reduction costs as a whole (Jones et al. 2010). A
“cap” on the combined nutrient pollution from all sources is set and then individual pollutant sources are
allowed to trade credits which reduces the combined nutrient load at least cost (Van Houten et al. 2012).
Point source pollution can be thought of as a pipe discharging pollutants into a waterway.
Quantification of pollutant discharge is therefore easier to calculate rather than for nonpoint sources,
which discharge pollutants over a broad area such as a farm, forest, or urban area. Nonpoint sources are
more complicated to estimate and require more intensive monitoring to accurately predict than point
sources (Shortle et al. 2012). Under the Clean Water Act, point sources are federally regulated while
nonpoint source regulation is left to individual states, which has resulted in nonpoint source pollution
reduction falling behind point source reduction (Ribaudo et al. 2014). In the past, point sources were the
primary contributor to nutrient pollution into waterways, however with increased regulation on point
source nutrients, nonpoint sources have now become the largest contributor (Millennium Ecosystem
Assessment 2005). Including nonpoint sources in water quality trading is believed to be a potential
method for reducing nonpoint source pollution (Ribaudo et al. 2014). In fact, a 2006 agreement between
the EPA and USDA outlined cooperation to facilitate credit generation from agricultural landowners and
support water quality credit trading in the Chesapeake Bay basin (USDA 2006).
The Nutrient Credit Trading Program in Pennsylvania is a performance-based program using
indicators such as nutrient reductions from conservation practices to estimate nutrient loading reductions.
Studies have shown that performance-based programs tend to be more cost effective policies than
practice-based programs, which assume water quality improvements based on conservation practice
establishment (Shortle et al. 2012, Ribaudo et al. 2014). The on-site estimated nutrient loading reductions
are converted into tradable credits in a nutrient credit trading program where firms performing more
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reductions can generate more credits. Performance-based programs allow more flexibility for non-point
source producers to adopt the most cost effective pollution reduction practices (Shortle et al. 2012).
Nutrient credit trading could benefit Pennsylvania farmers by providing new sources of revenue as
agricultural non-point sources typically have lower nutrient reduction costs than point sources (Talberth et
al. 2010).

Nitrogen Credit Trading Market in Pennsylvania
Agricultural nitrogen loading from Pennsylvania into the Chesapeake Bay is one of the largest
shortfalls in the region’s compliance with Bay TMDL goals (EPA 2015). Riparian buffers have been
shown to be an effective method of reducing nitrogen pollution due to leaching and runoff from
agricultural land (Groffman et al. 1996, Hill et al. 2000, Mayer et al. 2007, Mulholland et al. 2008). As
nutrient credit trading programs gain prominence in the Chesapeake Bay Watershed, it follows that
planting buffers on agricultural land can be a source of nonpoint source nutrient credits to the nutrient
credit market in Pennsylvania (Talberth et al. 2010). In 2014, over 800,000 nitrogen credits were traded
between roughly 150 transactions in the state of Pennsylvania, 94,000 of which came from nonpoint
source agricultural BMPs (DEP Website). Thus, there is an existing market for nitrogen credits that can
be generated from riparian buffers, however there has been little research into whether nitrogen credit
trading can provide sufficient revenue for buffer establishment.
In order to generate nitrogen credits within the PA NCTP, a non-point source producer must go
through a three step process involving certification, verification, and registration (DEP Website).
Certification refers to the application process of proposed nitrogen credits generated from on-site
conservation practices. The application is then verified by the Pennsylvania DEP or a contracted third
party to ensure the proposed application is accurate and sufficient. After certification and verification, the
credits can then be registered which indicates that credits have successfully been sold to consumers in the
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credit trading market. The Pennsylvania Infrastructure Investment Authority (PENNVEST) and the DEP
regulate the nutrient credit trading market which operates as an online auction house through Markit®, a
financial information services company.
The PA NCTP requires nonpoint sources to meet a certain baseline of either specific conservation
practices or an overall reduction in nitrogen loading in order to enter the credit trading market and begin
producing credits. The purpose of baseline requirements is to ensure an overall reduction in nutrient
loading within a watershed due to nutrient credit trading. In order to meet the baseline for credit
generation, a non-point source producer must comply with existing nutrient management and soil erosion
control laws as well as one of the following (DEP 2015):


Manure not mechanically applied within 100 feet of a perennial or intermittent stream with a
defined bed or bank, a lake or a pond, and commercial fertilizer is applied at or below appropriate
agronomic rates.



A minimum of 35 feet of permanent vegetation is established and maintained between the field
and any perennial or intermittent stream with a defined bed or bank, a lake, or a pond. No
mechanical application of manure may occur within the 35 ft. vegetative buffer.



A downward adjustment of at least 20% to the overall amount of pollution reduction generated by
the pollution reduction activity.
Baseline requirements for nonpoint source credit generation affect the supply of credits due to the

cost of meeting the baseline. More stringent baselines can potentially reduce the amount of nonpoint
source credits being generated, and thus the overall nutrient reduction within a watershed (Ribaudo et al.
2014). Costs associated with meeting more stringent baselines are higher, which reduces incentives to
landowners to enter the credit trading market.
For landowners to enter the market and generate tradable nitrogen credits from riparian buffers
they must be able to cover establishment costs and generate profits from credit sales. The profit generated
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from nitrogen credit sales from buffers depends largely on two factors; the market price for nitrogen
credits and the cost of buffer establishment and meeting baseline requirements (Talberth et al. 2010). Cy
Jones et al. (2010) suggested an estimated nitrogen credit price of $20/lb. as the minimum price at which
farmers would willingly enter the market and begin selling credits in a Chesapeake Bay-wide nutrient
credit trading market. This was estimated based on farmers reaching baseline requirements and covering
costs of four BMP practices; early cover crops, forest buffers, grass filter strips, and constructed
wetlands. This value is large compared with the average price of traded nitrogen credits in the
Pennsylvania Credit Trading Marketplace which fluctuates from $1.50 - $3 per credit (PENNVEST
Website).
One nitrogen credit represents the reduction of one pound of nitrogen loading into the
Chesapeake Bay from on-site practices (DEP Website). One pound of nitrogen loading reduction from
the edge of an agricultural field does not equal one pound of nitrogen reduction to the Chesapeake Bay
itself however. Reduction factors for the amount of nitrogen reduction that actually impacts the Bay are
calculated from the CBP Watershed Model and are dependent on distance to the bay as well as on-site
factors such as tillage and local watershed characteristics. Therefore, one pound of nitrogen loading from
the edge of the field does not necessarily correlate with one nitrogen credit.

PA NCTP Nitrogen Credit Calculations
The Pennsylvania DEP and World Resources Institute (WRI) developed excel spreadsheets for
estimating the number of tradable nitrogen credits that can be generated for proposed projects on
farmland (DEP 2015). Proposed project parameters including site location, agricultural practices, and
conservation practices are entered into the spreadsheets and the total estimated nitrogen credits that could
be sold on the credit trading market are calculated (DEP Website). The spreadsheets are designed to be
relatively straightforward for the ease of landowner use. This study will utilize the PA NCTP nitrogen
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credit calculation spreadsheets to estimate the ability of riparian buffers to produce nitrogen credits as it is
the most realistic interpretation of the ability of riparian buffers to produce nitrogen credits within the PA
NCTP. The spreadsheets utilize data from the CBP Watershed Model to estimate nutrient removal
efficiencies for BMPs (DEP 2010). The Chesapeake Bay Watershed Model uses a wide suite of data such
as agricultural census data, hydrology, land cover, and BMP data to estimate annual effluent loads to the
Bay. Nonpoint source loading is characterized through land use to estimate water quality on a 10-year
timescale (DEP 2016). A more detailed description of the nitrogen credit calculations is included in the
Methodology section of this paper. The DEP also uses information from the Pennsylvania Technical
Guides for conservation practices published by the NRCS (DEP 2010). Therefore, this study uses
definitions and data for riparian buffers from the technical field guides for riparian forest buffers and
grass filter strips published by the NRCS (NRCS 2015).

Conservation Reserve Enhancement Program
Cost share programs provide landowners with technical, organizational, and financial assistance
in developing and implementing activities such as conservation practices. Riparian buffers are a common
conservation practice funded through cost share programs. Typically, these programs provide complete
or partial coverage of establishment costs coupled with contracts that either provide rental payments
and/or tax benefits to the landowner. The idea behind cost share programs is that they incentivize the
establishment of conservation practices for landowners who would otherwise not be able to due to a lack
of information or financial resources. In some instances, the loss of productive farmland outweighs any
environmental benefits conservation practices might provide which cost share programs can help
ameliorate. The Conservation Reserve Enhancement Program (CREP) is a common cost share program
that facilitates riparian buffer establishment in Pennsylvania. As of 2013, there were over 11,000 CREP
contracts in place encompassing 165,923.7 acres of land in the Commonwealth (FSA 2013).
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In the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, CREP is a collaborative program between the USDA
Farm Service Agency (FSA) and the NRCS which promotes the introduction of conservation practices on
environmentally sensitive agricultural land. CREP provides landowners with a cost share reimbursement
of practice establishment costs as well as an annual rental payment to defer opportunity costs of
agricultural production (FSA Website a). Landowners must enter into a contract with CREP that lasts
between 10 and 15 years. The cost share of establishment is a reimbursement of actual costs whereby a
portion is paid by the FSA while another portion can be paid by the NRCS depending on the
contract. Landowners must pay upfront costs of buffer establishment and provide documentation in order
to receive reimbursement of establishment costs. Annual rental payments are calculated using the FSA
base soil rental rate (SRR) and an additional incentive payment based on the conservation practice in
question. For grass filter strips (CP 21) and forest buffers (CP 22), the incentive payments are 150% of
the applicable SRR, resulting in a total annual payment of 250% of the rental rate (FSA 2012). The FSA
SRRs are calculated using the average county land rent and soil productivity factors for various soil types.
Thus annual rental payments will vary by county and by soils present in the conservation practice area.
The minimum width requirement for buffers to be eligible for CREP contracts is 35 ft. with a
maximum width of 180 ft. (CBF 2011). Cost share payments are split between the FSA and state
agencies. Typically, the FSA will pay 50% of establishment cost share reimbursements with state
agencies providing additional incentives (FSA 2012). Additionally, CREP participants can receive a
signing incentive payment made after a contract is finalized as well as a practice incentive payment which
is a onetime payment supplementing establishment costs for eligible buffers. Bundling all payments can
result in contract participants receiving up to 90% cost share of establishment costs for buffers of 35 ft.
and up to 140% for buffers over 50 ft. in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania (FSA Website a).
Riparian buffers established under CREP have benefits beyond solely agricultural nutrient
management such as wildlife habitat, aquatic ecosystem health, carbon sequestration, and erosion control
(Sweeney et al. 2004). Wentworth et al. (2010) studied agricultural fields enrolled in CREP in
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Pennsylvania and found that buffers provided beneficial habitat for grassland bird species which are in
decline in North America. In a survey of CREP participants in Pennsylvania, 75% of respondents
indicated that protecting natural resources and participating in environmental stewardship was important
to them (Cooper and Jacobson 2009). In the same study, agricultural finances were shown to significantly
reduce the willingness of current CREP contract holders to establish conservation easements on riparian
buffers after the contract expired. Landowners in the survey demonstrated concern for the environment,
however financial concerns had a greater influence in decision making. Another survey of CREP
participants in Pennsylvania showed that two main reasons participants chose to enroll in CREP were
environmental stewardship and improving water quality (Eisenbise 2014). Respondents indicated that
incentive payments, singing bonuses, and generally increasing revenue through the establishment of
CREP buffers were not as important as conservation concerns such as wildlife habitat, improving water
quality, and help protecting the Chesapeake Bay. These studies have shown that while environmental
conservation is a significant factor for riparian buffer establishment, financial incentives are needed to
increase establishment amongst a broader population.

Opportunity Cost of Forgone Corn Income
Establishing agricultural riparian buffers can replace productive farmland which would otherwise
produce revenue through crop production. This adds additional economic concerns for landowners who
are considering establishing riparian buffers beyond the already high establishment costs which dissuade
famers (Cooper and Jacobson 2009). The opportunity cost of corn production refers to the amount of
money farmers could have received by producing corn on land converted to riparian buffers. For
commodity corps with well-established markets such as corn, prices can vary annually which results in a
non-constant opportunity cost. Recent increases in the price of corn have increased the acreage under
corn production due to the incentive of increased revenue (Foreman 2014). As interest in the production
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of biofuels from crops such as corn increases, so too do incentives to plant or retain riparian areas under
crop production which concerns conservation organizations attempting to facilitate buffer establishment
(Worldwatch Institute 2007). The opportunity cost of agricultural production on farmland in areas
suitable for riparian buffers cannot be ignored concerning economic incentivization of buffer
establishment.
An unpublished study currently being conducted is attempting to estimate the benefit of nitrogen
loading reduction to the Chesapeake Bay through conversion of corn production to switchgrass, a
bioenergy feedstock (Woodbury et al. 2016). The study is assessing the ability of nitrogen reduction
payments to incentivize establishment of switchgrass and grow the bioenergy industry by increasing
feedstock supply. An average income from corn production of $13.45/ac. was calculated using inflationadjusted total production costs and revenue from 2005-2014 from the USDA Economic Research Service
(ERS) (ERS 2015). It should be noted that corn income varied annually from -$150 to $300 per acre
depending on the price of corn as well as varying production costs. This study will use the corn income
estimate from the ERS data developed by Woodbury et al. (2016) for estimating the opportunity cost of
corn production on land converted to riparian buffer as it represents a conservative estimate for corn
production income.

Payment for Ecosystem Services
The central theme to this study is the use of nitrogen credit trading as a payment for ecosystem
services scheme specifically for water quality improvement. Ecosystem services can be broadly defined
as all benefits we receive from ecosystems (Millennium Ecosystem Assessment 2005). More specifically,
ecosystem services can be goods and services we derive directly or indirectly from our natural
environment such as food, fuel, climate regulation, and water quality. The 2005 Millennium Ecosystem
Assessment concluded that ecosystem changes due to human activity in the past 50 years have occurred
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more rapidly than at any other moment in human history. While these changes have coincided with
increases in improvements in overall human well-being, these improvements have not occurred similarly
in all groups of people and the cost of ecosystem degradation is still unknown. One way to estimate the
value of ecosystem services is to consider the cost of reproducing the same services within an artificial
biosphere (Costanza et al. 1997). While certain ecosystem services have well-developed markets, such as
timber and corn, other services such as clean air and water have not until recently. Payment for
ecosystem services are transactions where a landowner or other service provider is paid to establish or
maintain practices which provide benefits to individual groups or society at large.
Increasing concern with global climate change has led to a fairly robust system of carbon credit
offset trading which allows for economic transactions to occur which provide payments for supposed
climate mitigation practices. Similarly, other payment for ecosystem services schemes have been
developed to improve water quality in the United States, such as nutrient credit trading in the Chesapeake
Bay Watershed and the Conservation Reserve Program (CRP). The CRP is an extensive payment for
ecosystem services scheme in the United States run by the USDA Farm Service Agency of which CREP
is a part. Since 1985, participating farmers have been paid annual rental payments to retire agricultural
land in order to improve water quality, reduce soil erosion, and increase wildlife habitat (FSA Website b).
A recent study estimates that the value of ecosystem services from land under CRP contracts greatly
exceeds the quantity of money paid to participating farmers within an Iowa watershed (Johnson et al.
2016).
According to a study published by the Chesapeake Bay Foundation (CBF), in 2009 the
Chesapeake Bay provided economic benefits of an estimated $107.2 billion annually from services such
as food production, recreation, and water supply (CBF 2014). By not implementing the “Chesapeake
Clean Water Blueprint”, they estimate these economic benefits could decline by $5.6 billion annually
through environmental degradation. Establishing riparian buffers is a key component to the Blueprint,
however additional incentives need to be developed in order to increase agricultural buffer adoption.
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Nutrient credit trading is another payment for ecosystem services scheme with the purpose of
providing economic incentives for water quality improvement. Nutrient credit trading provides payments
for ecosystem services by allowing trade of pollution reduction where providers can generate revenue
through the improvement of water quality (Selman et al. 2010). Farmers are thus provided with economic
incentives to establish conservation practices which improve the ecosystem services associated with water
quality improvement.

Research Objectives
The goal of this study was to ascertain the potential for agricultural riparian buffers to produce
landowner profit through the sale of nitrogen credits within the PA NCTP. Agricultural riparian buffer
scenarios were simulated in order to assess the variability in nitrogen credit profits from changes in
agricultural and buffer characteristics. Farmland riparian buffer scenarios were developed based on
representative values for riparian buffer and agricultural data for the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania in
order to address the following research objectives.
1. Estimate nitrogen credit trading profit potential from agricultural riparian buffers through
nitrogen credit trading.
2. Assess geographic variability of nitrogen credit generation and production costs.
3. Determine effect of buffer size and type on nitrogen credit trading profit.
4. Assess cost of nitrogen credit production and payback periods for each scenario.
5. Compare scenario results with the addition of buffer establishment cost share.
6. Assess effect of opportunity cost of corn production on riparian buffer scenarios.
7. Compare nitrogen credit trading to CREP.
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Chapter 3

Methodology
The ability of agricultural riparian buffers to produce nitrogen credits, and therefore profits, was
analyzed using simulated farmland riparian buffer scenarios. Scenarios varied depending on variables of
interest affecting nitrogen credit generation within the PA NCTP such as buffer type, size, farm
operations, and geographic location. The quantity of nitrogen credits generated was estimated for each
scenario using the PA NCTP nitrogen credit calculations and were then multiplied by estimated market
credit prices to determine scenario revenue. The cost of riparian buffers was split into buffer
establishment costs as well as opportunity costs of agricultural land converted into buffer. The cost of
producing individual nitrogen credits was then estimated and compared with the current market price for
nitrogen credits in the PA NCTP in order to assess the profitability of riparian buffer scenarios.

Riparian Buffer Scenario Simulations
Nitrogen Credit Calculations
The PA NCTP nitrogen credit calculation spreadsheets involve a number of complex equations
and estimations from the CBP Watershed Model (CBP Website). Agricultural parameters such as acres
of current crop, expected crop yield, nitrogen application rate and type, and tillage method are entered to
estimate the base amount of nitrogen that is available in the farmland soil. The total available nitrogen is
then reduced based on the estimated amount of plant uptake from the expected harvest of the current crop
to determine the amount of nitrogen that is subject to leaching from the field. Any residual nitrogen from
previous manure applications or crops such as soybeans is added to the available nitrogen pool. Any on-
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site nitrogen reduction practices that are not used to generate credits are then used to estimate the total
nitrogen load reaching the edge of field.
Once the edge of field nitrogen loading is calculated, an edge of segment (EOS) ratio is applied
based on which watershed segment the farmland in consideration is located in (DEP 2011, Appendix A).
The EOS ratio refers to the amount of nutrient that reaches the edge of said watershed segment from the
edge of field. These ratios are estimates for each segment, calibrated based on the tillage method applied
to fields. Conventional tillage results a higher percentage, i.e. more nitrogen reaching the edge of
watershed segment, than no-till agricultural methods. After the EOS ratio is applied, the annual amount
of nitrogen that reaches the edge of said watershed segment is estimated from the farmland. At this point,
BMPs that are established for the purpose of generating credits, such as forest buffers and grass filter
strips in this study, are entered into the spreadsheets to determine the annual nitrogen reduction that
reaches the edge of the watershed segment calculated in pounds of nitrogen per year.
A delivery ratio is applied to the total reduction in nitrogen loading that reaches the edge of the
watershed segment based on Model estimates, which roughly correlate to the watershed segment’s
location relative to the Chesapeake Bay. Generally, segments closer to the Bay have larger delivery
ratios, such as 100% in Watershed Segment 450, than segments farther from the Bay (DEP 2011,
Appendix A). Applying the delivery ratio estimates the effect of on-site nitrogen reductions on nitrogen
loading to the Chesapeake Bay itself. After the total annual nitrogen reduction to the Bay is estimated, it
is then converted into the total number of nitrogen credits generated from the scenario. The DEP then
applies a reserve ratio of 10% to the total number of credits generated for the purpose of assuring nutrient
and sediment reductions to the Bay from credit trading activities. The purpose of the reserve ratio is also
to compensate for any estimate inaccuracies and localized buffer failures not incorporated into the
spreadsheet calculations (DEP Website).
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After the DEP reserve ratio is applied, the total number of nitrogen credits available to trade on
the credit trading market are calculated. One nitrogen credit equates to one pound of nitrogen reduction
in the Chesapeake Bay. This study will use the quantity of credits eligible for trade to calculate potential
revenue from nitrogen credit trading and nitrogen credit production costs for agricultural riparian buffer
scenarios.

Scenario Description
In order to analyze the ability of riparian buffers to produce nitrogen credits within the PA NCTP,
72 riparian buffer scenarios were simulated based on the variables of interest within the nitrogen credit
calculation spreadsheets. Riparian buffer scenario characteristics were chosen based off representative
values of typical farmland and riparian buffers in the commonwealth of Pennsylvania. Scenarios were
evaluated for six different Pennsylvania counties representing a range of soil rental rates and nitrogen
delivery ratios to the Chesapeake Bay. In each county, 12 scenarios were evaluated and split evenly
between six forest buffers and six grass filter strips.

Riparian Buffer Size
Each set of buffers were split between three buffer sizes of 35, 50, and 100 feet from stream edge
translating to buffer acreages of 3.35, 4.79, and 9.58 acres respectively. Each buffer size was evaluated
with either conventional tillage or continuous no-till. Buffer sizes were determined from typical values
used in riparian buffer programs such as CREP as well as from available scientific literature on buffer
width and nitrogen removal efficiency. For a riparian buffer to be eligible for a CREP contract it must be
at least 35 feet from stream edge (FSA 2012). In a literature review of riparian buffers, a width of at least
30 meters, just under 100 feet, was required for fully effective subsurface nutrient removal as well as
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effective removal of total nitrate from forest buffers (Mayer et al. 2005). In another study, grass buffers
of over 20 feet resulted in an 80% removal of total nitrogen while the addition of 30 feet of forest buffer
(a total of 50 ft) increased the total nitrogen removal efficiency to 94% (Lee et al. 2003). In another
literature review, nitrogen removal efficiencies of 50% were found for grass buffers of roughly 50 feet
while the same efficiency was observed in mixed grass/forest buffers of only 10 feet. Increasing the
mixed buffer to over 50 feet increased the nitrogen removal efficiency to roughly 75% (Mayer et al.
2007). For practical purposes, 100-ft. buffers were the largest study as it is assumed farmers want to take
as little land out of production as possible if amenable to riparian buffer establishment.

Riparian Buffer Scenario Variables of Interest
Pennsylvania Counties
Scenarios were separated by geographic location into six different Pennsylvania counties; Tioga,
Centre, Cumberland, Blair, Lebanon, and Lancaster counties (Figure 3.1). Each county will correspond to
a different watershed segment which are used by the PA NCTP to estimate nitrogen credit generation
potential based on delivery and EOS ratios (DEP 2011, Appendix A). These counties were chosen to
represent the full range of soil rental rates, nitrogen delivery ratios, and EOS ratios among Pennsylvania
counties. Two EOS ratios were chosen for each watershed segment number for conventional and no-till
practices based on estimates of runoff and pollutant leaching. Generally speaking, more runoff and
nitrogen loss is associated with conventional tillage than no-till. Delivery ratios refer to the percent of
nitrogen that is delivered to the Chesapeake Bay from the edge of a watershed segment number.
Typically, watershed segments farther from the Bay, such as Tioga County, have smaller delivery ratios
than those closer to the Bay, such as Lancaster County. Estimates are calculated through watershed
simulations by the CBP office (DEP 2011).

Figure 3.1 Map of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania with counties represented in this study shown in pink.

Riparian Buffer Types
Two forms of riparian buffers were evaluated in this study; forest buffers and grass filter strips.
The quantity of nitrogen loading reduction efficiency is typically greater for forest buffers than grass filter
strips (Mayer et al. 2005) due to variation in vegetative composition and associated characteristics of
rooting depth, biomass growth, soil organic carbon inputs, and microbial activity. Because forest buffers
remove a larger quantity of nitrogen, they also produce more nitrogen credits with respect to filter strips
in the PA NCTP. However, the costs of riparian buffer establishment differ greatly between forest and
grass buffers. Forest buffers require planting individual tree seedlings which each need tree protectors
while grass filter strips simply require broadcast seed. Typically, establishment costs for forest buffers
are greater than for grass buffers (NRCS 2015).

Riparian Buffer Establishment Costs
Riparian buffer establishment costs were estimated using the Pennsylvania NRCS technical field
guides for conservation practice establishment (NRCS 2015). Specifically, cost scenarios 391 (riparian
forest buffers) and 393 (grass filter strips) were used. These cost scenarios include labor, capital, and
opportunity costs in the form of forgone crop income for alternative practice scenarios for forest and grass
buffers. The opportunity cost of forgone crop income was not incorporated into the initial buffer
establishment cost estimates for this study as opportunity costs were evaluated separately. Post
establishment management costs such as mowing, herbicide application, and replanting seedlings due to
mortality were considered to be included in the establishment costs estimates used in this study as other
studies have shown similar establishment costs with maintenance included.
For riparian forest buffers, NRCS practice 391, estimated per-acre establishment costs were
$1,770.56/ac. and included labor, mechanical site preparation and planting, and material costs including
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material transport. Grass filter strip, NRCS practice 393, establishment costs were estimated to be
$207.10/ac. (NRCS 2015). Costs included site preparation such as tillage, herbicide, fertilizer, and seed
application, labor costs, material costs, and material transport. These estimates represented a conservative
average estimate for riparian buffers from other economic studies. In a report from the University of
Maryland Cooperative Extension, estimates for forest buffer establishment costs including materials such
as tree tubes and stakes as well as post establishment maintenance costs varied from $1,428 to $2,637 per
acre (Lynch and Tjaden 2000). An NRCS study out of Maine assessed the establishment cost of two
forest buffers using cost-share reimbursement bills which resulted in per-acre establishment costs of
$1,582 and $2,066 (Butler and Long 2005). For grass filter strips, the same report from the Maryland
Cooperative Extension estimated per-acre establishment costs of $168 to $400 (Lynch and Tjaden 2000)
while another estimate from the Mississippi Delta was $154 per acre (Yuan et al. 2002).
Per-acre establishment costs were multiplied by buffer sizes of 3.35, 4.79, and 9.58 acres
representing 35, 50, and 100 ft. from either stream edge in order to determine total buffer establishment
costs for each scenario. These initial establishment costs are assumed to include up to three years of
annual maintenance. For the purposes of this study, establishment costs did not include the opportunity
cost of corn production as the effect adding the opportunity cost to establishment costs was evaluated
separately. Additionally, establishment costs did not include land rent as they were used in the estimation
of the opportunity cost of corn production. Land rent is an additional opportunity cost which can be
thought of as potential revenue a farmer could generate by renting their farmland to their neighbor to farm
as opposed to farming it themselves. Thus land rent was an opportunity cost used in calculating the
estimated profit from corn production on agricultural land converted into riparian buffers. This will be
discussed later in the “Opportunity Cost” section of the Methodology.
It should be noted that there are additional costs to landowners associated with participating in
nutrient credit trading, generally called transaction costs. These include costs such as the time and effort
needed for the certification, verification, and registration of nitrogen credits within the PA NCTP as well
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as any additional costs that reduce total landowner revenue such as payments to credit aggregators.
Credit aggregators develop contracts with multiple sources to bundle credits together in order to facilitate
trades between smaller non-point source credit producers and larger point source credit consumers. For
their services rendered, credit aggregators can receive a commission of transactions completed. While
landowners who work with credit aggregators may receive less income from nitrogen credits, they expend
less time and effort in getting their credits to market. While the transaction costs associated with credit
trading via credit aggregators can be quantified, the complexity of entrance and adoption of riparian
buffer incentive programs is difficult to accurately quantify. Thus, a discussion of the differences in
transaction costs between nitrogen credit trading and the CREP program as buffer incentive programs is
included later in the Discussion section of this study.

Nitrogen Credit Prices
Revenue from nitrogen credit trading will be largely dependent on the price of nitrogen credits
within the PA NCTP. In a study by Cy Jones et al. (2010), a nitrogen credit price of $20 per credit was
estimated as the minimum price where farmers would willingly enter a Chesapeake Bay-wide nutrient
credit trading market. This price was calculated in order to cover the costs of credit generating
conservation practices and opportunity costs after the baseline for credit generation had been met. The
actual market value of nitrogen credits within the PA NCTP is far lower however, oscillating between $1
- $3 per credit (DEP Website). An optimistic nitrogen credit price of $3 per credit was used to estimate
revenue from credit trading for riparian buffer scenarios in this study. A sensitivity analysis was
conducted for additional market prices up to $20 per credit to observe the effect of credit price on
scenario profitability.
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Scenario Assumptions
Simulated farmland in each scenario was assumed to be a 100-acre square field under corn
production with a stream running directly through the center of each field and a fully established riparian
buffer on each side. Nitrogen application on each field was based off the Pennsylvania State University
Extension recommended application rates of one pound of nitrogen per acre for one expected bushel of
corn harvested per acre (Pennsylvania State University Extension Website) and assumed to consist of
inorganic mineral fertilizer. Expected corn grain harvest varied by county using survey data from the
USDA National Agricultural Statistics Service (NASS) (NASS 2015). The average corn grain harvest per
county was estimated as the five-year average using NASS county estimates from 2010 to 2014. These
county yield estimates were then used to estimate the nitrogen application rates per county.
In order to produce credits, non-point source credit producers must meet a baseline requirement
before generating tradable credits. The assumed baseline met for scenarios to begin producing credits
within the PA NCTP was the following, as stated in the PA DEP Watershed Implementation Plan
Nutrient Trading Supplement (2015):
“Manure not mechanically applied within 100 feet of a perennial or intermittent stream with a
defined bed or bank, a lake or a pond, and commercial fertilizer is applied at or below appropriate
agronomic rates.”
For the purposes of this study, the costs associated with meeting the baseline were assumed to be zero.
However, the costs of producing nitrogen credits, i.e. establishing riparian buffers, were analyzed.
Furthermore, it was assumed that no riparian buffers previously existed on scenarios and therefore
farmers would need to pay complete buffer establishment costs.
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Riparian Buffer Scenario Calculations
Revenue from Nitrogen Credit Trading
The PA NCTP spreadsheets were used as a framework for estimating the potential nitrogen
credits that could be produced on simulated agricultural riparian buffer scenarios. The quantity of
nitrogen credits produced from individual scenarios was determined by buffer size, type, geographic
location, and tillage method as described previously. The quantity of nitrogen credits produced was
multiplied by a credit price of $3 per credit to determine the potential revenue from nitrogen credit trading
for each scenario.
Income from nitrogen credit trading was calculated by subtracting the estimated costs of buffer
establishment from credit trading revenue. A variety of income was observed responding to variances in
the riparian buffer scenario characteristics. An in depth comparison of income was completed with an
analysis of important variables affecting nitrogen credit trading income from riparian buffers. This
income was then used to estimate payback periods and compared with credit production costs as
described in subsequent sections.

Payback Periods
Payback periods refer to the amount of time needed for revenue to equal and completely cover
initial project costs. Payback periods are an estimation of how long it takes projects to recoup initial costs
before profits are made. Before the payback period is reached, projects are not yet generating profit,
therefore typically projects with shorter payback periods are preferred to longer payback periods.
Payback periods are typically estimated unless analyzing retrospectively because assumptions are made
that periodic revenue and production costs remain constant, which is not realistic. Furthermore, payback
periods do not take the time value of money into account, meaning one dollar today is assumed to be
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equivalent to one dollar in the future, which in economics is believed to be untrue. It is generally
accepted that one dollar today has a greater value than one dollar in the future due to being able to use
that dollar towards investing and being able to accrue interest.
In this study, payback periods refer to the number of years of annual revenue that were required
to equal buffer establishment costs. Longer payback periods are assumed to be less profitable as it will
take longer for credit trading revenue to cover riparian buffer costs and therefore a longer time period
before generating profit. For each buffer scenario, payback periods were calculated by dividing the initial
establishment costs by annual credit trading revenue (Equation 1). Later, payback periods were also
calculated by including the opportunity cost of foregone corn income and establishment cost share
reimbursements with establishment costs. Intuitively, scenarios with lower establishment costs would
have shorter payback periods than scenarios with higher establishment costs. Additionally, we expected
scenarios with higher annual credit trading revenue to have shorter payback periods between scenarios
with equivalent establishment costs.

Payback Period (yr) =

Costs ($)
Annual Credit Revenue ($ yr−1 )

(1)

Nitrogen Credit Production Costs
In order to further examine the ability of riparian buffer scenarios to generate landowner profit,
the cost of nitrogen credit production was estimated in order to be able to compare with credit prices
received in the PA NCTP. Production costs are an important concept as they determine the point at which
producers, in this case farmers, are willing to produce a product relative to the price they will receive. If
production costs are greater than the price received, that product will not be produced without outside
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intervention. Farmers must be able to generate credits with production costs under the market value for
nitrogen credits to willingly generate credits and enter the market. Therefore, estimating the cost of
nitrogen credit production for riparian buffer scenarios can give insight into when certain scenarios can
provide an adequate incentive for buffer establishment through generating profit.
Within the context of this study, the average cost of nitrogen credits over the course of 10 years
of credit production from riparian buffers was estimated for each scenario. Nitrogen credit costs were
evaluated over a 10-year time frame as this is a typical period for many riparian buffer incentive program
contracts such as the Conservation Reserve Program (CRP) and the Environmental Quality Incentives
Program (EQIP). While CRP contracts can range from 10-15 years, 10 years was chosen because shorter
payback periods are generally preferred to longer payback periods and would provide a greater incentive
for buffer establishment. Equation 2 shows the general schematic for how the average cost of nitrogen
credit production was estimated for each scenario. Total establishment costs were divided by the quantity
of credits generated over the course of 10 years in order to calculate an average cost per nitrogen credit
produced. Initially, only riparian buffer establishment costs were used to calculate credit production
costs, whereafter the inclusion of the opportunity cost of corn income and establishment cost share
reimbursements were evaluated separately to analyze their effects on credit costs.

Average Credit Cost ($ Credit −1 yr −1 ) =

Costs ($)
# Credits ⋅ 10 years

(2)

Note that all riparian buffer costs were assumed to occur initially whereas the average cost per
nitrogen credit is calculated over the course of 10 years. This cost estimate becomes less accurate as time
passes due again to the time value of money. Production costs at year 1 would be different than
production costs at year 10. Furthermore, revenue generated initially would be worth more than the
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equivalent revenue generated after 10 years, however we are assuming that average costs and revenue
remain constant over the 10-year time frame. Similarly, the price received for nitrogen credits in year 10
would need to be slightly higher than prices received in year 1 to cover equivalent annual costs, however
this is not taken into account in this study.

Riparian Buffer Scenario Comparisons
Opportunity Cost
Opportunity costs refer to any costs associated with choosing one option over the next best
alternative, specifically the cost of not achieving that next best alternative. For example, the opportunity
cost of driving across the country can be thought of as what you could be doing instead with the time
spent driving, such as any wages that could have been earned by working. Opportunity costs can be
estimated in time, alternative recreational activities, and financial dollars. For example, the opportunity
cost of producing one product can be considered any potential revenue a producer is giving up by not
producing an alternative product. In this study, the opportunity cost of establishing riparian buffers was
considered to be potential uses for agricultural land converted to buffer. Specifically, agricultural land
where riparian buffers are established cannot be used to produce corn, which is a common agricultural
crop in the Pennsylvania (NASS 2015). Any revenue from corn production that a farmer is not receiving
by converting cropland to buffer was estimated to be the opportunity cost of foregone corn income for
riparian buffer establishment.
The opportunity cost of foregone income from corn production on agricultural land incorporated
into riparian buffer was estimated using corn production values reported by the USDA ERS similar to the
working paper by Woodbury et al. (2016). Average annual corn income from the Northern Crescent
region from 2005-2014 was obtained from ERS enterprise budgets for corn production and estimated to
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be $13.45 per acre after adjusting for inflation (ERS 2015). The Northern Crescent region represents the
Northeastern U.S. including the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. The average income was calculated
including all costs of corn production such as operating costs, labor, taxes, capital, and opportunity costs
in the form of land rent. The average income estimate of $13.45 per acre is associated with an average
corn yield of 133 bushels per acre from the same time frame (ERS 2015).
Corn grain yields are not constant between Pennsylvania counties. For example, Lancaster
County is a well-known agriculturally productive area which has traditionally higher yields than Tioga
County. The average income for corn production would vary depending on average corn yield and
therefore an adjusted average income was calculated for each county. Using USDA NASS survey data,
the five-year average corn grain yield per county was calculated using data from 2010 to 2014. The ERS
estimates for revenue from one bushel of corn produced was multiplied by the NASS average county corn
yields to generate per-acre revenue estimates for each county. For example, Tioga County had the lowest
average corn income at $12.32 per acre while Lancaster County had the highest at $16.74 per acre. In
each buffer scenario, the average per-acre corn income was multiplied by buffer size in order to determine
the total annual opportunity cost of foregone corn income.
This study chose to include the opportunity cost of foregone corn income with riparian buffer
establishment costs, however corn income is on an annual basis whereas establishment costs are a onetime initial cost. Therefore, the present value of future annual foregone corn income was calculated in
order to obtain an opportunity cost compatible with establishment costs. Obtaining the present value of a
future value involves the process of discounting, which estimates what a certain future value is worth in
dollars today. In a series of annual values, discounting each annual value to the present allows us to
estimate what the series of annual values is worth right now. The foregone corn income of 10 years of
future annual income was calculated using the following formula (Equation 3). Again, 10 years was
chosen as representative of typical riparian buffer incentive programs and a time frame in which farmers
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would be willing to plant buffers to produce profits. Equation 3 shows the present value formula used to
calculate the opportunity cost of foregone corn income.

(1+𝑖)𝑛 −1

𝑃𝑣 = 𝑥 ∗ [ 𝑖∗ (1+𝑖)𝑛 ]

(3)

𝑃𝑣 = Present value of corn income over 𝑛 years
𝑥 = Potential annual corn income from acreage converted to buffer
𝑛 = Number of years of annual corn income
𝑖 = Interest rate

An interest rate of 5.5% was used in the present value calculations to estimate the rate at which
the present value of future income “depreciates”. Income farther in the future is worth less than income
in the present. An interest rate of 5.5% represents the average nominal interest rate of agricultural loans
among farm loan entities currently in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. It should be noted that the
present value assumes a constant interest rate of 5.5% over the course of 10 years into the future which is
unrealistic but necessary for the sake of estimation in this study.

Establishment Cost Share
The effect of including a 50% establishment cost share was analyzed to determine its effects on
profitability for buffer scenarios. An establishment cost share refers to a percentage of total establishment
costs that an outside entity will pay landowners as a reimbursement of costs for buffer installation. In
Pennsylvania, CREP contracts offer establishment cost shares for riparian buffers and many program
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participants receive 50% cost share which is common among government cost share programs (Talberth
et al. 2010). To calculate establishment costs including the cost share, 50% of total buffer establishment
costs was subtracted from total costs. The cost share did not apply to the opportunity cost of foregone
corn income and only to buffer establishment costs.
Currently, the PA NCTP policy is that cost share programs can cover establishment costs
associated with meeting the baseline threshold for producing credits, thereby reducing costs of entering
the nutrient credit market (Branosky et al. 2011). However, cost share reimbursements cannot be
received for conservation practices which produce credits. For comparing scenarios in this study, a 50%
cost share was applied to buffer establishment, which are credit producing practices. Therefore, the effect
of cost share on credit producing practices was analyzed which is currently not possible within the PA
NCTP. Research has shown that while economic incentives such as government subsidies can encourage
the adopting of conservation practices for many landowners, these same subsidies are in many cases
insufficient incentives to farmers to adopt conservation practices such as riparian buffers (Eisenbise
2014).

Alternative Riparian Buffer Establishment Costs
The primary factor resulting in the large difference between nitrogen credit production costs for
forest buffers and grass filter strips came from the cost of buffer establishment. As was discussed
previously, a great many factors go into estimating the cost of riparian buffer establishment such as
materials used, labor, and equipment required, which vary depending on the type of buffer in question and
the size of area to be converted into buffer. Initial riparian buffer establishment costs were obtained from
NRCS conservation practice cost guides (NRCS 2015). Forest buffer cost scenario #2 from 2015 was
used to estimate initial forest buffer establishment costs which involved mechanically planting bare root
seedlings. Grass filter strip scenario #1 from 2015 was used to estimate initial grass filter strip scenario
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establishment costs which included basic site preparation and seeding operations. These estimates were
chosen as they were believed to reflect average establishment cost estimates relative to current riparian
buffer literature.
Establishment costs can vary depending on a variety of factors and therefore two alternative
establishment cost scenarios were chosen to compare with initial establishment costs. Nitrogen credit
production cost estimates were calculated for alternative riparian buffer scenarios to observe the effects
on differing establishment costs on profitability. For initial forest buffer scenarios, the high cost of
materials, specifically tree protectors and stakes, made up the majority of establishment costs. Alternative
prices for stakes and tree protectors were obtained through an online forestry products provider at a
reduced cost than NRCS cost scenario estimates. Materials purchased online, including shipping costs,
were close to $500 cheaper per acre than initial estimates. For the alternative forest buffer establishment
cost scenarios, only the cost of stakes and tree protectors were reduced and all other cost inputs were held
constant. It should be noted that forest buffer scenarios in this study are assumed to include the planting
of shrubs as well as tree seedlings. Shrubs do not require tree protectors or stakes and thus reduce
establishment costs as opposed to planting exclusively tree seedlings. Planting exclusively tree seedlings
instead of shrubs was estimated to cost at least $500 per acre more due to the need for additional
materials. Furthermore, forest buffer scenarios were assumed to be mechanically planted as opposed to
hand planted. Depending on the size of buffer being established and site characteristics, hand planting
could potentially be cheaper, however this was not analyzed in detail in this study.
An alternative riparian grass filter strip scenario was chosen to observe how an increase in labor
and equipment costs in filter strip establishment would affect profitability. The NRCS Herbaceous
Riparian Buffer practice (390) cost scenario was used which included greater labor and equipment costs
with equivalent material costs such as a warm season grass species seed (NRCS 2015). The increase in
establishment costs for the alternative filter strip scenarios was due to the need for larger equipment for
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seeding and tillage which required additional equipment, labor in the form of mechanical operators, and
equipment transportation costs to and from establishment site.

Nitrogen Credit Price Variation
Initial profitability analyses for the costs of nitrogen credit production from riparian buffer
scenarios utilized the optimistic current market value of nitrogen credits within the PA NCTP of $3 per
credit. By producing nitrogen credits at a lower cost than the market price in the credit trading market,
scenarios were considered profitable. An additional profitability analysis was conducted whereby the
value of nitrogen credits was increased in order to determine which riparian buffer scenarios became
profitable at certain price points. In the study by World Resources Institute, $20 was estimated to be the
minimum price at which farmers would be willing to enter the nitrogen credit trading market for a
Chesapeake Bay-wide trading program (Jones et al. 2010). This estimate represents four conservation
practices including riparian forest buffers, grass filter strips, cover crops, and constructed wetlands and
includes establishment and maintenance costs as well as costs of meeting baseline requirements for
generating credits. During the preliminary nutrient credit trading program in Pennsylvania, a
representative value for nitrogen credits from 2006-2009 was $8 per credit traded (Jones et al. 2010).
Therefore, a range of nitrogen credit prices from $5-$20 in multiples of $5 was chosen to observe riparian
buffer scenario profitability at given price points.

Conservation Reserve Enhancement Program
Nitrogen credit trading revenue within the PA NCTP for each scenario was compared with
CREP, an alternative riparian buffer incentive program. The annual rental payments from the CREP
program were compared with annual revenue from nitrogen credit trading for each scenario. Annual
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rental payments from CREP were calculated using the Soil Rental Rates (SRR) which are combinations
of county land rent and estimates of soil productivity. The SRR can be considered as an index of the
value of agricultural land based on soil type. The Farm Service Agency calculates SRRs from the average
county land rental rates for non-irrigated cropland and grouped soil productivity factors (FSA 2012). The
SRRs for counties within the commonwealth of Pennsylvania were obtained from the Pennsylvania FSA
office in Harrisburg (FSA 2015). The mean SRR per county was used to estimate the CREP annual rental
payments per county. Within the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, CREP contracts for both riparian
forest buffers and grass filter strips can receive annual rental payments of the base SRR plus an additional
150% of the SRR as an incentive payment. Therefore, the CREP annual rental payments were calculated
to be 250% of the mean SRR for each county.
CREP participants can also receive cost share reimbursements for establishment costs, however
these are separate from annual rental payments. Rental payments are designed to offset the opportunity
costs for land where buffers are installed as well as to cover any maintenance costs landowners accrue.
Establishment cost share reimbursements are intended to offset initial buffer establishment costs while
annual rental payments occur annually after buffer establishment over the lifetime of CREP contracts.
The effect of establishment cost share on scenario profitability was evaluated separately.
This study focused on a purely financial comparison between annual nitrogen credit trading
revenue and CREP annual rental payments. Other factors such as the complexity of developing contracts
and receiving payments and landowner confidence in the programs were also considered. These
additional factors are discussed later in this report but not quantitatively evaluated as they are beyond the
scope of this study.
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Nitrogen Credit Production Curves
The final component to this study was an analysis of the potential supply of nitrogen credits from
agricultural riparian buffers from Pennsylvania counties to the nutrient credit trading market. A
rudimentary analysis of the maximum quantity of nitrogen credits that could be supplied from scenarios
to the market was pursued. The main purpose of developing nitrogen credit production curves for
individual counties in this study was to provide a framework for further, more robust economic analyses
for nitrogen credit supply within the PA NCTP. By estimating the potential supply of nitrogen credits
from riparian buffers given certain parameters, the DEP could gain an idea of how many nitrogen credits
would be produced and how many acres of riparian buffer would be involved in the PA NCTP given price
increases for nitrogen credits.
The quantity of nitrogen credits produced from forest buffers with conventional till was
calculated using the PA NCTP nitrogen credit calculation spreadsheets. Buffers were analyzed by
increasing buffer size by one acre up to 10 acres for each county represented in this study. For each
buffer size, the quantity of nitrogen credits was compared against initial forest buffer establishment costs
of $1,770.56 per acre to calculate the cost of nitrogen credit production. The marginal cost of producing
nitrogen credits was calculated in order to observe how each additional acre of forest buffer increased
nitrogen credit production, establishment costs, and ultimately the cost of credit production. The
cumulative moving average of nitrogen credit production costs was also calculated in order to observe
how the cost of nitrogen credits changed with buffer size (and credits produced). Marginal nitrogen credit
production costs and the moving average were plotted against total nitrogen credits produced as well as
acres of forest buffer established for each county. These graphs facilitate observation as to how many
nitrogen credits scenarios would produce, via acres of forest buffer established, at certain nitrogen credit
price points. It is assumed that hypothetical famers in the scenarios would establish buffers and generate
nitrogen credits until the cost of nitrogen credit production equals the credit market price.
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Chapter 4

Results
Initial Profitability Analysis
Nitrogen Credit Generation from Riparian Buffer Scenarios
For each of the 72 scenarios, the number of nitrogen credits generated was calculated using the
PA NCTP nitrogen credit calculation spreadsheets. Input variables were entered into the credit estimation
spreadsheets for each scenario after which the resulting quantity of nitrogen credits was recorded for each.
Since the credit calculation spreadsheets rely on established estimates from the CBP Watershed Model,
they did not vary for each individual scenario when identical values were entered.
Table 4.1 contains the quantity of nitrogen credits generated for all scenarios while Table 4.2
contains scenario characteristics. Figure 4.1 shows the quantity of nitrogen credits generated by each
scenario separated for each of the six Pennsylvania counties included in this study. Counties are oriented
left to right by increasing geographic proximity to the Chesapeake Bay as represented by the upper arrow.
Each dot represents the nitrogen credits generated from a single scenario. The lightest dots represent 35
ft. buffers, intermediate darkness are 50 ft., and the darkest represent 100 ft. buffers, with green
representing forest buffers and blue representing grass filter strips. Within each county, scenarios are
split between forest buffers and grass filter strips as well as between conventional and no-till agriculture.
Scenarios with forest buffers and conventional agriculture are in the “FC” columns while forest buffers
with no-till are in “FN”. Grass filter strips with conventional till are in the “GC” columns while filter
strips with no-till are in “GN”.
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Table 4.1 Nitrogen credits generated for each scenario. Each county had twelve scenarios. Scenario
characteristics are presented in Table 4.2.
S1

S2

S3

S4

S5

S6

S7

S8

S9

S10

S11

S12

Tioga

22

26

43

14

18

30

17

23

38

12

14

25

Blair

41

51

86

29

36

59

32

41

71

23

28

48

Centre

69

86

140

48

59

97

55

70

119

38

48

80

Cumberland

39

49

81

27

34

57

30

37

63

20

25

42

Lebanon

49

59

95

33

41

66

36

44

72

23

29

47

Lancaster

51

64

105

40

50

81

40

50

86

30

38

64

Table 4.2 Characteristics for scenarios run in each Pennsylvania county. The 12 scenarios were
replicated in Tioga, Blair, Centre, Cumberland, Lebanon, and Lancaster Counties. Buffer sizes are
represented in linear distance from both sides of stream edge and total acreage is in parentheses.
Scenario

Buffer Type

Buffer Size

Tillage Method

S1

Forest Buffer

35 ft. (3.35 ac.)

Conventional

S2

Forest Buffer

50 ft. (4.79 ac.)

Conventional

S3

Forest Buffer

100 ft. (9.58 ac.)

Conventional

S4

Forest Buffer

35 ft. (3.35 ac.)

No-Till

S5

Forest Buffer

50 ft. (4.79 ac.)

No-Till

S6

Forest Buffer

100 ft. (9.58 ac.)

No-Till

S7

Grass Filter Strip

35 ft. (3.35 ac.)

Conventional

S8

Grass Filter Strip

50 ft. (4.79 ac.)

Conventional

S9

Grass Filter Strip

100 ft. (9.58 ac.)

Conventional

S10

Grass Filter Strip

35 ft. (3.35 ac.)

No-Till

S11

Grass Filter Strip

50 ft. (4.79 ac.)

No-Till

S12

Grass Filter Strip

100 ft. (9.58 ac.)

No-Till
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Figure 4.1 Total nitrogen credits generated from all 72 scenarios separated by county. Counties are
oriented in increasing proximity to the Chesapeake Bay as represented by the upper arrow. The x-axis
represents buffer type and agricultural tillage methods for scenarios; “FC” and “FN” represent forest
buffers with conventional and no-till respectively while “GC” and “GN represent grass filter strips with
conventional and no-till.

The variation in credit generation between scenarios was consistent within each county, yet
varied between counties. Within each county, forest buffer scenarios produced more nitrogen credits than
grass filter strips of equivalent size and tillage method. Nitrogen credit generation was greatest for 100 ft.
buffers, least for 35 ft. buffers, and in between for 50 ft. buffers of equivalent buffer characteristics.
Buffer scenarios with conventional till produced more credits than scenarios with no-till for equivalent
buffer types and sizes. Riparian buffer type and size demonstrated expected effects on the amount of
nitrogen credits produced per scenario. Forest buffers have a greater nitrogen reduction potential than
grass filter strips and were shown to generate more credits. Larger riparian buffers generally have higher
nitrogen removal efficiencies and therefore greater credit generation potential. Agricultural tillage
method did not produce the anticipated effects on nitrogen credit production with no-till scenarios
producing fewer credits than conventional till.
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Variation in nitrogen credit generation with buffer size and tillage method as well as between
counties can be more easily seen in Figures 4.2 and 4.3 which show nitrogen credits generated
specifically for forest buffers and grass filter strips. Within each county, the lighter three bars represent
scenarios with conventional till while the darker three represent no-till. Within each tillage grouping, the
color of bars darken as buffer size increases.

Figure 4.2 Total nitrogen credits generated from forest buffer scenarios. Scenarios with conventional till
are colored lighter than scenarios with no-till. Within scenario grouping by tillage method, bars darken as
buffer size increases.
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Figure 4.3 Total nitrogen credits generated from grass filter strip scenarios. Scenarios with conventional
till are colored lighter than scenarios with no-till. Within scenario grouping by tillage method, bars
darken as buffer size increases.

It is believed that buffer scenarios which included no-till produced fewer credits than scenarios
with conventional till due to a lower estimated amount of runoff from agricultural fields which employ
no-till agricultural methods. A lower quantity of runoff correlates to a reduced amount of nitrogen a
riparian buffer can intercept. Therefore, there is a limited quantity of nitrogen that the buffer can remove
which dictates credit generation. By implementing no-till on fields, a farmer is potentially reducing the
amount of nitrogen loading that buffers can reduce, therefore limiting the amount of nitrogen credits
buffers can generate. This assumes that no-till is a pre-existing condition to riparian buffer establishment
and nitrogen credit generation. Since no-till agriculture is actually an agricultural BMP, it can be used to
generate credits alongside riparian buffers. However, the scenarios in this study assumed no-till was not
used to generate credits and instead could be assumed to have been implemented to meet the baseline
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requirements for generating nitrogen credits in the PA NCTP. By establishing no-till agriculture, a farmer
may potentially be reducing their ability to produce nitrogen credits through riparian buffer establishment.
Nitrogen credit generation was shown to vary between counties as can be seen in Figure 4.1.
Variation in nitrogen credit generation resulted from a variety of factors influenced by geographic
location such as differences in the quantity of nitrogen physically reaching the Chesapeake Bay and corn
yield estimates. Credit variation due to the amount of nitrogen reaching the Bay from agricultural fields
was estimated through EOS and delivery ratios. These nitrogen delivery differences are estimated from
the Chesapeake Bay Watershed Model and summarized in the Pennsylvania DEP’s Watershed Segment
Map and Ratio Table (DEP 2011, Appendix A). Each of the six Pennsylvania counties represented in this
study was assumed to be included in a different sub-watershed as defined by the Watershed Segment
Map. All counties contained land in more than one watershed segment however individual segments
were chosen in order to represent the range of representative values. For example, Tioga County includes
watershed segments 10 and 60 however 10 was chosen as it has the lowest estimated nitrogen delivery
ratio while 60 was chosen for Centre County as it had the highest EOS ratio. Generally speaking,
counties closer to the Chesapeake Bay, such as Lancaster County, had greater effects on nitrogen loading
reductions to the Bay than counties farther away, such as Tioga County. The delivery ratio for Lancaster
County was 100%, meaning that 100% of the nitrogen reduction achieved on site translates to nitrogen
reduction achieved in the Bay. Tioga County however has a delivery ratio of 47.4%, the lowest in
Pennsylvania, which means that only 47.4% of the total nitrogen reductions achieved on site translate to
nitrogen reductions in the Chesapeake Bay.
Estimated corn yield played a role in nitrogen credit variation between counties alongside
nitrogen delivery values. Corn yield estimates varied by county as can be seen in Table 4.3 where Tioga
County was estimated to have the lowest yield and Lancaster County the highest. Greater estimated corn
yields coincided with increased nitrogen application due to the assumed application rates of one pound of
inorganic nitrogen applied per bushel of corn yield. While a greater corn yield will result in a greater
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amount of vegetative nitrogen uptake, it also necessitated an increase in field scale nitrogen application.
Increased nitrogen application rates on agricultural fields in riparian buffer scenarios increased the
estimated quantity of nitrogen loading from fields and therefore the amount of nitrogen being intercepted
by buffers. The result was an increased amount of nitrogen credits generated for increased corn yields
through increases in nitrogen application. This relationship was shown through comparing different corn
yield and nitrogen application estimates for identical buffer scenarios in each individual county.
However, the quantity of nitrogen loading to the Chesapeake Bay itself, and thus the quantity of nitrogen
credits generated, was estimated by applying delivery and EOS ratios to the quantity of nitrogen loading
directly from agricultural fields. Thus scenarios in Centre County produced the most credits although
Lancaster County had the highest estimated corn yield due to a greater EOS ratio for Centre County.

Table 4.3 Riparian buffer scenario characteristics for each Pennsylvania County represented in this
study. The DEP Watershed Segment Map and Ratio Table in Appendix A shows the location of
watershed segments and corresponding nitrogen delivery values.

Watershed
Segment
Delivery
Ratio
Edge of Segment
Ratio
(Conventional Till)
Estimated Corn
Yield (bu/ac.)

Tioga

Blair

Centre

Cumberland

Lebanon

Lancaster

10

100

60

80

110

450

0.474

0.880

0.930

0.951

0.961

1.000

0.36

0.35

0.55

0.32

0.31

0.30

121.8

136.7

134.0

132.0

149.9

165.5

The combination of the lowest average corn yield and lowest delivery ratios between counties
represented in this study resulted in scenarios from Tioga County producing fewer credits than equivalent
buffer scenarios in any other county. Scenarios in Lancaster County had the second highest nitrogen
credit production due to having the greatest average corn yield and highest delivery ratio between
counties. However, scenarios in Centre County produced the most credits than equivalent scenarios in
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other counties primarily due to the greatest EOS ratios than any other watershed segment. For
conventional till agriculture, the EOS ratio for the watershed segment containing Centre County was 55%
while the second highest EOS ratio for conventional till was 36% which corresponded to the watershed
segment containing Tioga County. For scenarios in the watershed segment containing Centre County, a
much larger percentage of the nitrogen applied on fields reached the watershed segment edge, at which
point 93% of that nitrogen was estimated to reach the Chesapeake Bay. Even though scenarios in
Lebanon and Lancaster counties had greater amounts of nitrogen loss at field edge due to greater nitrogen
application rates associated with yield, a smaller percentage of that nitrogen reached their respective
watershed segment boundaries, and ultimately the Bay, relative to Centre County.

Riparian Buffer Scenario Revenue
Revenue for buffer scenarios was calculated by multiplying the quantity of nitrogen credits
generated per scenario by the market price for nitrogen credits. For initial profitability analyses, revenue
from riparian buffers was calculated using the current market price estimate of $3 for nitrogen credits
within the PA NCTP. Buffer scenario revenues are listed in Table 4.4. The current market price estimate
of $3 was used in order to obtain a reasonable estimate for the revenue riparian buffer scenarios would be
able to generate under current market conditions within the PA NCTP. An optimistic market price was
used in order to assess the potential for riparian buffers to produce revenue under optimal current market
conditions within the PA NCTP. Later, analyses were conducted to determine the effects of increases in
nitrogen credit prices on scenario profitability.
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Table 4.4 Annual nitrogen credit trading revenue generated for each scenario represented in dollars per
year. Revenue was calculated by multiplying nitrogen credits generated by the current market price
estimate of $3 per nitrogen credit. Each county had twelve scenarios. Scenario characteristics are
presented in Table 4.2.
S1

S2

S3

S4

S5

S6

S7

S8

S9

S10

S11

S12

Tioga

66

78

129

42

54

90

51

69

114

36

42

75

Blair

123

153

258

87

108

177

96

123

213

69

84

144

Centre

207

258

420

144

177

291

165

210

357

114

144

240

Cumberland

117

147

243

81

102

171

90

111

189

60

75

126

Lebanon

147

177

285

99

123

198

108

132

216

69

87

141

Lancaster

153

192

315

120

150

243

120

150

258

90

114

192

Riparian Buffer Scenario Establishment Costs
The costs of riparian buffer establishment were estimated through a literature review of economic
studies of riparian buffers in the United States. Estimates of costs associated with forest buffers and grass
filter strips were compared in order to determine the most appropriate cost estimates for this study.
Ultimately, estimates for buffer establishment costs from the conservation practice cost scenarios created
by the NRCS Pennsylvania Field Office Technical Guides were used as appropriate estimates (NRCS
2015). The estimated establishment cost for forest buffers was $1,770.56 per acre which includes
materials and material transport, labor, and equipment. The opportunity cost of alternative crop
production was not included in the buffer establishment costs as they were evaluated separately.
Establishment costs for grass filter strips were estimated to be $207.10 per acre which was also obtained
from the NRCS cost scenarios (NRCS 2015). Grass filter strip costs again included materials, transport,
labor, and equipment but did not include the opportunity cost of crop production. Both forest buffer and
filter strip establishment costs were assumed to include annual maintenance costs such as mowing and
herbicide application after initial establishment.
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Establishment costs for forest buffers were estimated to be significantly greater than
establishment costs for grass filter strips. This difference is primarily due to the higher costs of materials
for forest buffer establishment such as tree shelters, stakes, seedlings, as well as seedling transport. Grass
filter strips on the other hand only require warm season grass seed which is less expensive than seedlings,
require no shelters or stakes, and can be cheaper to plant. Equipment, labor, and transport costs are also
lower for grass filter strips than forest buffers. Materials alone for forest buffers were estimated to be
$1,227 per acre which includes tree and shrub seedlings, tree tubes, and stakes while warm season grass
seed was only $71 per acre. Much of the material costs for forest buffers was from tree tubes and stakes
which combined were estimated to cost $961.35 per acre. While expensive, these materials have been
shown to be necessary to improve tree seedling survival and overall forest buffer viability (Sweeney et al.
2002).
Establishment activities between forest buffers and grass filter strips were fundamentally different
which correlates to the difference in establishment costs between the two conservation practices. Both
practices require an initial treatment of the area to be converted to buffer which may include mowing,
tilling, or spraying herbicide. Forest buffers require either hand or mechanical planting of seedlings as
well as materials to increase survival such as tree tubes and stakes. Grass filter strips on the other hand
use seed which can either be directly planted or broadcast over the treated area to be converted to buffer.
Grass filter strips do not require the same materials that tree seedlings do which helps to reduce costs.
Furthermore, the labor, equipment, and transportation costs for forest buffers are higher than for grass
filter strips due to the use of seedlings as opposed to seed. Labor, equipment, and transportation costs for
forest buffers corresponded to $544 per acre while equivalent costs for grass filter strips were estimated to
be $49 per acre.
Per-acre establishment costs for forest buffers and grass filter strips were multiplied by buffer
sizes for each scenario and the resulting total establishment costs are shown in Table 4.5. Naturally, total
establishment costs increased with buffer size and were higher for forest buffers than grass filter strips.
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The smallest buffers of 35 ft. had the lowest total establishment costs followed by 50 ft. buffers while 100
ft. buffer establishment costs were twice as much as 50 ft. buffers. Initial profitability for buffer scenarios
was assessed using establishment costs only in order to compare the effects of the opportunity cost of
foregone corn income and cost share reimbursements. Initial buffer establishment costs are represented in
the “without CS” rows indicating total costs without the inclusion of cost share reimbursement. Initial
establishment costs are listed above the values in parentheses which correspond to establishment costs
including the opportunity cost of foregone corn income for Tioga County as an example. Note that the
opportunity cost for foregone corn income varied by county based on estimated average corn grain yields
however initial establishment costs did not. Cost share reimbursements were not applied to the
opportunity cost of foregone corn income and only to the buffer establishment costs. Establishment costs
including the opportunity cost and cost share reimbursements are discussed in later sections.

Table 4.5 Total riparian buffer establishment costs. Per-acre establishment costs were multiplied by
buffer sizes to determine total establishment costs. Establishment costs “with CS” include a 50% cost
share of total establishment costs. Buffer establishment costs including the opportunity cost of foregone
corn income for Tioga County are shown in parentheses as an example.
35 ft. (3.35 ac.)
$ 5,931.38
Forest Buffers without CS
($ 6,242.40)
(Including Corn)
$ 2,965.69
Forest Buffers with CS
($ 3,276.71)
(Including Corn)
Grass Filter Strips without
$ 693.79
CS
($ 1,004.81)
(Including Corn)
Grass Filter Strips with
$ 346.89
CS
($ 657.92)
(Including Corn)
CS = Buffer establishment cost share
Corn = Opportunity cost of foregone corn income

50 ft. (4.79 ac.)

100 ft. (9.58 ac.)

$ 8,480.98
($ 8,925.70)
$ 4,240.49
($ 4,685.21)

$ 16,961.96
($ 17,851.41)
$ 8,480.98
($ 9,370.43)

$ 992.01
($ 1,436.73)

$ 1,984.02
($ 2,873.46)

$ 496.00
($ 940.73)

$ 992.01
($ 1,881.45)
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Riparian Buffer Scenario Profitability
Riparian buffer establishment costs were compared to nitrogen credit trading revenue in order to
determine potential scenario profitability. Generally speaking, in order to calculate profit, total costs are
subtracted from total revenue (Equation 4). In this sense, the costs of buffer establishment were
subtracted from nitrogen credit trading revenue to estimate profitability for each scenario. The two
metrics for profitability calculated in this study were payback periods and estimated nitrogen credit
production costs. Initially, scenario profitability was calculated by comparing only buffer establishment
costs to nitrogen credit production and revenue. Later, the effect of adding the opportunity cost of
foregone corn income to establishment costs as well as subtracting cost share reimbursement from
establishment costs were analyzed to determine their effect on scenario profitability.

Revenue − Costs = Profit

(4)

Payback Periods
A project’s payback period refers to the amount of time required for revenue to completely cover
initial project or investment costs. For agricultural riparian buffer scenarios in this study, payback periods
refer to the number of years required for nitrogen credit trading revenue to cover buffer establishment
costs. For each scenario, the payback period refers to how many years of annual credit trading revenue
are required to equal, or pay back, establishment costs. Initial buffer establishment costs were divided by
annual revenue from credit trading in order to estimate scenario payback periods (Equation 1).
Scenario payback periods varied depending on a variety of riparian buffer characteristics such as
buffer type and size, agricultural tillage method used, and geographic location. Figure 4.4 shows payback
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periods for all 72 riparian buffer scenarios with green bars representing forest buffers and blue bars
representing grass filter strips. There was a striking difference for payback periods between forest buffers
and grass filter strips. The longest payback period for grass filter strips was 26 years from the 100 ft.
grass filter strip with no-till in Tioga County while the shortest payback period for forest buffers was 28
years corresponding to the 35 ft. forest buffer with conventional till in Centre County. Payback periods
for forest buffer scenarios ranged from 28-188 years while payback periods for grass filter strips were
significantly shorter, ranging from 4-26 years. Buffer scenarios with conventional till had shorter
payback periods than scenarios with no-till. In Figure 4.4, conventional till scenarios are represented by
lighter bars while no-till scenarios are represented by darker bars in each grouping of six. With the
exception of Lancaster County, all buffer scenarios with conventional till had shorter payback periods
than scenarios with no-till agriculture. In Lancaster County, the 35 ft. forest buffer with no-till had a
payback period of 49 years while the 100 ft. forest buffer with conventional till had a payback period of
54 years. In all other counties, 100 ft. riparian buffer scenarios with conventional till had shorter payback
periods than 35 ft. scenarios with no-till. Size appeared to impact scenario payback periods as well.
Larger buffers tended to have longer payback periods than smaller buffers with otherwise equivalent
buffer characteristics. Within each grouping of buffer type and tillage in each county, payback periods
were observed to increase with buffer size. In Figure 4.4, the shading of individual bars increases in
darkness with buffer size for each grouping of three conventional and three no-till scenarios.
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Figure 4.4 Payback periods in years for all buffer scenarios. Forest buffers are represented by green bars
while grass filter strips are represented in blue. Lighter colored bars represent scenarios with
conventional till while darker bars represent scenarios with no-till. Counties are arranged from left to
right in increasing proximity to the Chesapeake Bay.

Payback periods demonstrated less consistent variation for buffer scenarios between counties than
within counties. Generally speaking, payback periods tended to decrease with increasing proximity to the
Chesapeake Bay as is represented by the upper arrow in Figure 4.4. For example, payback periods for
forest buffers in Tioga County, the farthest from the Bay in this study, ranged from 90-188 years while
payback periods for forest buffers in Lancaster County, the closest to the Bay, ranged from 39-70 years.
The obvious exceptions to this trend were buffer scenarios in Centre County which produced the shortest
payback periods between equivalent buffers from all other counties. Payback periods for forest buffers in
Centre County ranged from 29-58 years which were shorter than payback periods for Lancaster County
which had the second shortest payback periods for forest buffers between all counties.
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As can be seen in Equation 1, the length of payback periods depended on the cost of buffer
establishment and annual credit trading revenue. Larger buffer establishment costs increased payback
periods due to an increased initial investment that needed to be recouped while increases in credit trading
revenue decreased payback periods by paying back a larger portion of initial costs every year. Riparian
buffer establishment costs varied by buffer type and size. Forest buffers had significantly longer payback
periods than grass filter strips due to higher establishment costs. Larger buffers had higher establishment
costs and therefore longer payback periods than riparian buffer scenarios with smaller buffers holding all
other characteristics constant. Table 4.5 contains riparian buffer establishment cost estimates for forest
buffers and grass filter strips of all three sizes. The largest forest buffers of 100 ft. had the largest total
establishment costs of $16,961.96 while 35 ft. grass filter strips had the smallest total establishment costs
of $693.79.
Additional to buffer establishment costs, the length of payback periods was also dependent on
credit trading revenue for buffer scenarios. A greater amount of annual revenue resulted in shorter
payback periods holding all other variables constant. For example, scenarios with conventional till
agriculture had shorter payback periods than equivalent scenarios with no-till. Riparian buffer
establishment costs were assumed to remain constant between scenarios with conventional and no-till and
therefore an increase in credit revenue for conventional till scenarios resulted in shorter payback periods.
Although forest buffers produced more nitrogen credits and therefore more revenue, forest buffers had
longer payback periods than grass filter strips. While forest buffers produced more revenue than grass
filter strips, their establishment costs were substantially higher resulting in longer payback periods.
Similarly, although larger buffers produced more revenue than equivalent buffers of smaller size, their
payback periods were longer due to increases in establishment costs outpacing increases in nitrogen credit
trading revenue.
Payback period variation in this study was further influenced by differences in nitrogen credit
trading revenue between counties based on geographic location. Riparian buffer establishment costs were
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assumed to be constant between counties for scenarios of identical buffer characteristics. Therefore,
counties with scenarios that produced greater amounts of credit trading revenue contained scenarios with
shorter payback periods. Again, nitrogen credit trading revenue tended to increase with increasing
proximity to the Chesapeake Bay, therefore payback periods followed the opposite trend by decreasing
with increasing proximity to the Bay. However, scenarios in Centre County produced more revenue than
equivalent scenarios in all other counties which resulted in the same scenarios having the shortest
payback periods than scenarios in other counties. Payback periods for scenarios in Tioga County, the
farthest from the Bay which produced the fewest credits, were longer than all other counties while
scenarios in Lancaster County, the closest to the Bay which produced the second greatest amount of
credits, had the second shortest payback periods between counties.

Nitrogen Credit Production Costs
The cost of producing individual nitrogen credits was estimated in order to compare production
costs between scenarios and ultimately compare the cost of credit production with potential prices within
the PA NCTP. The average cost of nitrogen credit production over the course of 10 years was calculated
using Equation 2 as discussed in the Methodology section. To improve simplicity of interpretation, the
average cost of nitrogen credit production over the 10-year timeframe will hereafter be referred to simply
as the cost of credit production. Nitrogen credit production costs were compared between scenarios as
well as to PA NCTP market prices for nitrogen credits.
Figure 4.5 shows nitrogen credit costs calculated for all 72 riparian buffer scenarios with forest
buffers represented by green bars and grass filter strips represented by blue. The figure shows that credit
costs followed similar trends to that of payback periods. The cost of nitrogen credit production varied by
riparian buffer scenario characteristics such as buffer type and size, agricultural tillage method, and
geographic location. Credit production costs were significantly greater for forest buffers than for grass
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filter strips. Credit costs for forest buffer scenarios ranged from $8.60 - $56.54 while grass filter strips
ranged from $1.26 - $7.94 per credit. Credit production costs also increased with buffer size as can be
seen by the bars representing scenarios increasing in size also increasing in darkness for scenarios of
equivalent type and tillage method. Agricultural tillage method played a role in determining per-credit
costs as well. Nitrogen credits produced from scenarios with conventional till were cheaper than credits
from scenarios with no-till holding all other buffer characteristics constant. Riparian buffer scenarios
with conventional till in Figure 4.5 are represented by the lighter three bars for each buffer type per
county than scenarios with no-till which are represented by the darker three bars.

Figure 4.5 Individual nitrogen credit production costs for all scenarios. Forest buffers are represented by
green bars while grass filter strips are represented in blue. Lighter colored bars represent scenarios with
conventional till while darker bars represent scenarios with no-till. Counties are arranged from left to
right in increasing proximity to the Chesapeake Bay. The estimated current market value for nitrogen
credits of $3 is represented by the horizontal red line.
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Between counties, the cost to produce one nitrogen credit again showed less constant variation
than scenarios within counties. Generally, scenario credit costs decreased in counties with increasing
proximity to the Chesapeake Bay as is represented by the upper arrow in Figure 4.5. Nitrogen credit costs
for forest buffers in Tioga County, the farthest county from the Bay in this study, ranged from $26.96 per
credit for a 35 ft. forest buffer with conventional till to $56.54 per credit for a 100 ft. buffer with no-till.
In contrast, credit costs for forest buffers in Lancaster County, the closest county to the Bay in this study,
ranged from $11.63 to $20.94 per credit for a 35 ft. forest buffer with conventional till and 100 ft. buffer
with no-till respectively. Again, the exception to the trend of decreasing costs with increasing proximity
to the Chesapeake Bay were scenarios in Centre County which had the smallest nitrogen credit production
costs than equivalent scenarios from other counties. Whereas credit costs for forest buffers in Lancaster
County ranged from $11.63 - $20.94, equivalent forest buffer scenarios in Centre County produced
credits from $8.60 - $17.49 per credit.
As is shown in Equation 2, the magnitude of individual nitrogen credit production costs was
dependent on the cost of riparian buffer establishment and the quantity of nitrogen credits produced.
Since the quantity of nitrogen credits generated is directly related to the revenue of riparian buffer
scenarios, payback periods and individual production costs demonstrated similar results. Larger buffer
establishment costs increased individual nitrogen credit costs due to increased initial costs. Increases in
the quantity of nitrogen credits generated reduced per credit costs between equivalent scenarios. Riparian
buffer scenarios which produced fewer credits yet had identical establishment costs had higher costs per
credit than scenarios which produced more credits. Buffer scenarios with conventional till agriculture had
smaller credit production costs than equivalent buffers with no-till agriculture due to the fact that
conventional till scenarios produced more credits than their no-till counterparts. Buffer establishment
costs varied by buffer size and type which also affected the cost to produce each nitrogen credit. Forest
buffers had larger credit production costs than grass filter strips due to substantially greater establishment
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costs. Similarly, credit costs increased with buffer size due to the increase in establishment costs with
more area converted to riparian buffer.
Although forest buffers produced more credits than grass filter strips, the individual cost per
credit was higher for forest buffers. This is again due to the fact that forest buffers had higher
establishment costs than grass filter strips. The difference in establishment costs between forest buffers
and grass filter strips was substantially greater than the difference in nitrogen credit trading revenue.
Similarly, larger buffers had larger nitrogen credit production costs than smaller buffers even though
larger buffers produced more credits. Increases in buffer establishment costs with buffer size outpaced
increases in nitrogen credit trading revenue resulting in higher individual credit costs for larger buffers.

Riparian Buffer Scenario Profitability Comparisons
After the initial profitability analysis was conducted on riparian buffer scenarios, additional
comparison analyses were pursued in order to contrast the effects of various riparian buffer establishment
cost and nitrogen credit trading conditions against initial scenarios. The opportunity cost for foregone
corn income was first analyzed to determine how the inclusion of opportunity costs with buffer
establishment costs affected scenario profitability. Second, a cost share reimbursement was applied to
establishment costs. Third, both the inclusion of the opportunity cost and cost share reimbursements were
applied to riparian buffer scenarios to observe their effects on profitability. Table 4.6 provides a general
schematic for the alternative profitability comparisons. Comparison scenarios were all measured against
initial riparian buffer scenarios. Scenario nitrogen credit production costs were used to compare
profitability between comparison scenarios using the assumed current market value of nitrogen credits in
the PA NCTP of $3. Payback periods followed identical trends to credit production costs and therefore
will not be discussed in detail.
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Table 4.6 Profitability comparison scenarios for initial profitability (1), inclusion of the opportunity cost
of foregone corn income (2), the inclusion of an establishment cost share reimbursement (3), and the
inclusion of both the opportunity cost and establishment cost share (4).

Profitability Comparison Scenarios
Scenarios

Variables

R−E=P

1
2

R − (E + OCC) = P

3

R − (E − CS) = P

4

R − [(E − CS) + OCC] = P

P = Profitability
R = Revenue
E = Total Establishment Cost
OCC = Opportunity Cost of
Corn
CS = Establishment Cost Share

Opportunity Cost
The opportunity cost of foregone corn income on land incorporated into riparian buffer was
calculated as discussed in the Methodology section using Equation 3. The estimated opportunity cost was
added to riparian buffer establishment costs for each scenario as shown in Table 4.6. Foregone corn
income was assumed to be consistent between land converted to forest buffers and grass filter strips and
therefore only varied by buffer size and county.
After adding the opportunity cost of corn production to buffer establishment costs, both payback
periods and individual nitrogen credit production costs increased. Riparian buffer establishment costs
including the opportunity cost of corn income are shown in Table 4.5 using values from Tioga County as
an example. Higher total costs with the addition of the opportunity cost of corn production without an
increase in revenue from nitrogen credit trading resulted in additional years of annual credit revenue
needed to cover costs. Additionally, higher establishment costs with the addition of foregone corn
income increased the cost of individual nitrogen credits produced. Figure 4.6 shows the mean nitrogen
credit costs averaged between all six counties for forest buffer scenarios with and without the inclusion of
the opportunity cost of corn production. Dark bars represent nitrogen credit costs without the opportunity
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cost and light bars are credit costs with the opportunity cost with vertical black bars representing the
maximum and minimum costs for each scenario. Including foregone income from corn production with
total costs of riparian buffer establishment resulted in a slight increase in the cost of credit production in
all scenarios. The opportunity cost for larger buffers had a slightly larger impact on credit costs than
smaller buffers as the amount of lost income increases with more land taken out of corn production.
Initial nitrogen credit costs for forest buffers were significantly above the assumed current market value
for nitrogen credits in the PA NCTP of $3 per credit and including the opportunity cost increased the
difference between individual credit costs and the market price.

Figure 4.6 Mean nitrogen credit costs for forest buffer scenarios averaged over all six counties with and
without the opportunity cost of foregone corn income added to buffer establishment costs. Vertical black
bars represent the maximum and minimum credit production costs and the horizontal red line represents
the assumed market value for nitrogen credits in the PA NCTP of $3.
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Including the opportunity cost of corn production with riparian buffer scenario establishment
costs had a larger impact on grass filter strips than forest buffers. Figure 4.7 shows the mean nitrogen
credit costs for grass filter strip scenarios with and without the inclusion of the opportunity cost. For all
scenarios, individual credit costs with the inclusion of the opportunity cost, represented by lighter bars,
were substantially greater than the initial credit costs shown in darker bars. Before the opportunity cost
was included with establishment costs, all sizes of grass filter strip scenarios with conventional till had
mean nitrogen credit costs below $3. However, after the inclusion of the opportunity cost, mean credit
costs were above the $3 current market value for nitrogen credits for all scenarios. In fact, for 50 and 100
ft. grass filter strip scenarios with no-till agriculture, even the minimum cost of nitrogen credit production
was above $3 when the opportunity cost was included.

Figure 4.7 Mean individual nitrogen credit production costs for grass filter strip scenarios averaged
between all six counties with and without the opportunity cost of foregone corn income added to buffer
establishment costs. Vertical black bars represent the maximum and minimum credit costs and the
horizontal red line represents the assumed market value for nitrogen credits in the PA NCTP of $3.
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Adding the opportunity cost of foregone corn income with establishment costs had a larger
impact on nitrogen credit production costs for grass filter strips than for forest buffers. The opportunity
cost was assumed to be identical between both grass and forest buffers and therefore was higher relative
to grass filter strip establishment costs. This effect can be seen in Table 4.5 where for 35 ft. riparian
buffer scenarios in Tioga County, adding the corn opportunity cost increased forest buffer costs by
roughly 5% while grass filter strips increased by 45%. Therefore, while the opportunity cost of foregone
corn income was estimated to be roughly half that of grass filter strip establishment costs, it represented a
much smaller fraction relative to forest buffer costs.
While Figure 4.7 shows the general effects of including the opportunity cost of foregone corn
income on individual nitrogen credit production costs for grass filter strip scenarios, it does not provide
much insight into which scenarios were profitable under current market conditions, i.e. which scenarios
had nitrogen credit costs below $3. Figure 4.8 shows the individual credit costs for grass filter strip
scenarios with and without the inclusion of opportunity cost with each scenario represented. Dots
representing individual grass filter strip scenarios which were below the horizontal red line, the current
market value of nitrogen credits in the PA NCTP, were assumed to be profitable. Profitable scenarios
refer to scenarios which produced individual nitrogen credits below $3, and thus farmers associated with
these scenarios would be able to generate profit within 10 years. Figure 4.8 shows which grass filter strip
scenarios were profitable with and without the inclusion of opportunity cost. Certain scenarios became
“unprofitable” when the opportunity cost was included whereas others remained profitable regardless. A
figure of individual nitrogen credit costs for forest buffer scenarios was not included as no scenarios were
considered profitable.
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Figure 4.8 Individual nitrogen credit production costs for grass filter strips with and without the
opportunity cost of corn production for each individual scenario. The horizontal red line represents the
assumed current market value for nitrogen credits in the PA NCTP of $3.

Establishment Cost Share
The second profitability comparison analysis completed was the inclusion of a 50% cost share
reimbursement of riparian buffer establishment costs on scenario profitability as demonstrated in
comparison scenario 3 of Table 4.6. Establishment cost shares reduced scenario establishment costs by
50% of the total cost of buffer establishment. Including establishment cost shares had the opposite effect
of including the opportunity cost of foregone corn income on scenario profitability in that cost shares
reduced the cost of individual nitrogen credit generation. Examples of the effect of cost share
reimbursement on buffer establishment costs can be seen in Table 4.5 using values from Tioga County as
an example.
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Figure 4.9 shows the mean cost for individual nitrogen credits for forest buffer scenarios from all
six counties with and without the inclusion of establishment cost share. Vertical black bars represent the
maximum and minimum nitrogen credit cost for each scenario while the horizontal red line represents the
current market value of nitrogen credits within the PA NCTP. Applying the cost share reimbursements
reduced nitrogen credit production costs substantially, as is shown by the light green bars which represent
credits with cost share reimbursements. Applying a 50% cost share reduced credit costs, as well as
payback periods, by half. Initial nitrogen credit costs, represented by dark green bars, were substantially
above $3 however when the 50% cost share was applied, certain scenarios resulted in costs closer to the
current market value. Minimum values for initial credit production costs which correspond to scenarios
in Centre County ranged from $8.60 - $17.49 for forest buffers however were $4.30 - $8.74 after
application of the cost share. For each forest buffer scenario, the maximum cost per credit produced after
cost share reimbursement was less than the mean initial cost, while the mean credit production cost after
cost share was less than the minimum value of initial costs.
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Figure 4.9 Mean nitrogen credit production costs for forest buffer scenarios averaged between all six
counties with and without 50% cost share reimbursement of buffer establishment costs. Vertical black
bars represent the maximum and minimum credit production costs and the horizontal red line represents
the assumed market value for nitrogen credits in the PA NCTP of $3.

Cost share reimbursement of riparian buffer establishment had similar effects on nitrogen credit
production costs for grass filter strip scenarios as forest buffer scenarios. A 50% cost share applied to
initial establishment costs reduced the initial cost per nitrogen credit by half. Figure 4.10 shows mean
nitrogen credit production costs for grass filter strip scenarios before and after the application of cost
share reimbursement. Dark blue bars represent mean initial credits while light blue bars represent mean
credit costs after cost share for each set of scenarios from all six Pennsylvania counties in this study.
Black vertical bars again represent the maximum and minimum credit costs for each set of scenarios
while the horizontal red line represents the current market value of nitrogen credits set at $3. Mean credit
production costs for initial grass filter strip scenarios were below $3 for scenarios with conventional till
but above $3 for scenarios with no-till. With the inclusion of establishment cost share however, all mean
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production costs per credit were below $3 for grass filter strip scenarios. Maximum production costs,
generated from filter strip scenarios in Tioga County, which were initially above the current market value,
dropped below $3 for all but 50 and 100 ft. filter strips with no-till agriculture.

Figure 4.10 Mean nitrogen credit production costs for grass filter strip scenarios averaged between all
six counties with and without 50% cost share reimbursement of buffer establishment costs. Vertical black
bars represent the maximum and minimum production costs and the horizontal red line represents the
assumed market value for nitrogen credits in the PA NCTP of $3.

Individual nitrogen credit production costs below the current market value in the PA NCTP
represent scenarios that are considered profitable in this study. While certain filter strip scenarios were
initially profitable, after the application of an establishment cost share the majority of grass filter strip
scenarios had credit production costs below $3 and thus were considered profitable. The only grass filter
scenarios in which nitrogen credit costs were above $3 after the cost share application were the 50 and
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100 ft. scenarios with no-till from Tioga County. Figure 4.11 shows all individual grass filter strip credit
production costs with and without establishment cost share. Note that grass filter strip scenarios from all
counties with the exception of Tioga County produced credits below $3 and thus were considered
profitable.

Figure 4.11 Nitrogen credit production costs for grass filter strips with and without 50% cost share
reimbursement of establishment costs for each individual scenario. The horizontal red line represents the
assumed current market value for nitrogen credits in the PA NCTP of $3.

Opportunity Cost and Establishment Cost Share
The third profitability comparison analysis was accomplished by combining the establishment
cost share and opportunity cost of foregone corn income in riparian buffer scenarios. Table 4.6 shows the
schematic for comparison analysis 4; including both the opportunity cost and establishment cost share.
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The opportunity cost of foregone corn income was added to establishment costs after the 50% cost share
reimbursement was applied, thus cost share did not affect the opportunity cost. Applying the cost share
reimbursement of establishment costs reduced the cost of nitrogen credit production however the addition
of the opportunity cost of corn production tempered the credit cost reduction.
Individual nitrogen credit production costs for forest buffers were again substantially reduced by
the application of a 50% establishment cost share with only minimal increases from the addition of
opportunity costs as is shown in Figure 4.12. Comparing the cost of credit production for forest buffers
with both cost share and opportunity cost with credit costs after only cost share reimbursement in Figure
4.9 show the minimal impact including the opportunity cost of corn has relative to cost share. For all
forest buffer scenarios with establishment cost share and opportunity cost, the mean credit production cost
was slightly greater than the mean cost with only cost share applied. Again, no forest buffer scenarios
resulted in nitrogen credit production costs below the current market value for nitrogen credits of $3 and
thus no forest buffer scenarios were considered profitable with the inclusion of establishment cost share
and the opportunity cost of foregone corn income.
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Figure 4.12 Mean nitrogen credit production costs for forest buffer scenarios averaged between all six
counties with and without 50% cost share reimbursement of buffer establishment costs and the
opportunity cost of foregone corn income. Vertical black bars represent the maximum and minimum
credit production costs and the horizontal red line represents the assumed market value for nitrogen
credits in the PA NCTP of $3.

Individual nitrogen credit production costs for grass filter strip scenarios demonstrated different
results with the inclusion of both the opportunity cost of corn income and establishment cost share than
forest buffer scenarios. Figure 4.13 shows that adding the opportunity cost to the buffer establishment
costs after cost share reimbursement resulted in credit production costs similar to initial values. The mean
production costs with cost share and opportunity cost were slightly higher than initial mean values for all
scenarios, however in some cases by only $0.01. Maximum nitrogen credit production costs for grass
filter strips, corresponding to those in Tioga County, were above $3 in all cases while minimum values,
corresponding to scenarios in Centre County, were below $3 in all cases.
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Figure 4.13 Mean nitrogen credit production costs for grass filter strip scenarios averaged between all
six counties with and without 50% cost share reimbursement of buffer establishment costs and the
opportunity cost of foregone corn income. Vertical black bars represent the maximum and minimum
production costs and the horizontal red line represents the assumed market value for nitrogen credits in
the PA NCTP of $3.

Figure 4.14 shows the nitrogen credit production costs for individual grass filter strip scenarios
with and without the inclusion of both establishment cost share and the opportunity cost of foregone corn
income. As was mentioned previously, the mean production costs were practically identical between
initial analyses and after the inclusion of cost share and opportunity cost. However, individual credit
production costs showed slightly more variation depending on the scenario and county in question. For
example, scenarios in Lancaster, Lebanon, and Tioga counties showed slight variation in credit
production cost after the inclusion of both cost share and opportunity cost however scenarios in the other
three counties demonstrated less.
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Figure 4.14 Nitrogen credit production costs for grass filter strips with and without 50% cost share
reimbursement of establishment costs and the opportunity cost of foregone corn income for each
individual scenario. The horizontal red line represents the assumed current market value for nitrogen
credits in the PA NCTP of $3.

Alternative Riparian Buffer Establishment Costs
Alternative riparian buffer establishment costs were chosen in order to determine the effect of
buffer establishment costs on the cost of producing nitrogen credits. All initial scenarios that were run
using initial buffer establishment costs were run again using the alternative establishment costs shown in
Table 4.7. As explained in the methodology section, a lower per-acre establishment cost for forest buffers
was chosen as well as a higher establishment cost for grass filter strips.
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Table 4.7 Alternative riparian buffer establishment cost estimates. Initial cost estimates were used in
initial analyses while alternative cost estimates were used as establishment cost comparisons.
Establishment cost per acre ($/ac.)
Forest Buffer (initial)

1,770.56

Forest Buffer (alternative)

1,286.55

Grass Filter Strip (initial)

207.10

Grass Filter Strip (alternative)

664.46

The cost of individual nitrogen credits generated from alternative riparian buffer scenarios are
shown in figure 4.15. Forest buffer scenarios are shown in green bars while grass filter strips are shown
in blue. Variation in nitrogen credit production costs between buffer characteristics in alternative
scenarios were similar to those in initial scenarios. However, nitrogen credit production costs differed
between initial and alternative scenarios as can be seen by comparing alternative credit costs in Figure
4.15 with initial credit costs in Figure 4.5. The cost of nitrogen credits for alternative forest buffer
scenarios were lower than initial scenarios. Lower establishment costs translated to lower individual
nitrogen credit production costs. The alternative grass filter strip scenarios resulted in higher nitrogen
credit production costs relative to initial costs. Note that the costs of nitrogen credit production for
alternative scenarios shown in Figure 4.15 do not include the opportunity cost of foregone corn income or
cost share reimbursement.
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Figure 4.15 Nitrogen credit production costs for alternative riparian buffer scenarios utilizing
establishment costs in Table 4.5. The horizontal red line represents the assumed current market value of
nitrogen credits in the PA NCTP of $3.

The current market value for nitrogen credits in the PA NCTP ($3) is shown by the horizontal red
line in Figure 4.15. The cost of nitrogen credit production for alternative forest buffer scenarios was still
higher than $3 for all forest buffer scenarios. However, credit production costs were lower for all
alternative forest buffer scenarios relative to initial establishment costs. For example, the minimum cost
per nitrogen credit for forest buffers came from the 35 ft. forest buffer in Centre County with
conventional till. With initial establishment costs, the cost per credit for said scenario was $8.60 per
credit however was $6.25 per credit for the alternative establishment cost scenario. Even though the
alternative establishment costs reduced nitrogen credit production costs, they did not drop below $3 for
any forest buffer scenario.
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The cost of individual nitrogen credit production for alternative grass filter strip scenarios was
higher than the current market value of $3 for all scenarios. The increase in establishment costs increased
per credit costs to the point of costing more to produce each credit that can they are currently worth in the
PA NCTP. The minimum credit production cost for grass filter strips again came from the 35 ft. Centre
County scenario with conventional till. The minimum alternative nitrogen credit cost was $4.05 which
was $1.26 for the same scenario with initial establishment costs. Given alternative establishment costs,
nitrogen credit production costs were greater than $3 for all grass filter strip scenario and thus were too
costly to produce to be considered profitable.
Including the opportunity cost of foregone corn income with establishment costs for alternative
riparian buffer scenarios produced similar results to initial scenarios in that the cost of nitrogen credit
production increased for all scenarios. The opportunity cost of corn as used in initial analyses was again
used for alternative establishment cost scenarios. Figure 4.16 shows the nitrogen credit production costs
for alternative establishment cost scenarios with the inclusion of opportunity cost. Inclusion of the
opportunity cost increased nitrogen credit production costs slightly. The minimum nitrogen credit
production costs for alternative forest buffers and grass filter strips before the inclusion of opportunity
cost was $6.25 and $4.05 respectively and $6.74 and $4.67 respectively after the inclusion of the
opportunity cost of corn income.
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Figure 4.16 Nitrogen credit production costs for riparian buffer scenarios with alternative establishment
costs and the opportunity cost of foregone corn income. The horizontal red line represents the optimistic
current market value of nitrogen credits within the PA NCTP of $3.

Applying a 50% cost share reimbursement for riparian buffer scenarios with alternative
establishment costs decreased the cost of nitrogen credit production for all scenarios. Figure 4.17 shows
the individual nitrogen credit production costs for alternative riparian buffer scenarios with cost share
reimbursement. The effect of cost share reimbursement on alternative establishment cost scenarios was
similar to that of initial establishment cost scenarios. Initially, no alternative establishment cost scenarios
resulted in nitrogen credit production costs below $3, however certain grass filter strip scenarios did after
50% cost share reimbursement. For alternative grass filter strip scenarios in Centre County, all three sizes
with conventional till produced nitrogen credits below $3 as well as did the 35 ft. filter strip with
conventional till in Lancaster County. All alternative forest buffer scenarios again did not produce
nitrogen credits at a cost below $3. However, certain scenarios came close, such as the 35 and 50 ft.
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forest buffer scenarios with conventional till in Centre County that produced credits at $3.12 and $3.58,
respectively.

Figure 4.17 Nitrogen credit production costs for riparian buffer scenarios with alternative establishment
costs and 50% establishment cost share reimbursement. The horizontal red line represents the optimistic
current market value of nitrogen credits within the PA NCTP of $3.

The cost of nitrogen credit production after the application of 50% cost share reimbursement and
the addition of the opportunity cost of foregone corn income was calculated for riparian buffer scenarios
with alternative establishment costs. Figure 4.18 shows the credit cost for alternative scenarios with cost
share and opportunity cost for all scenarios. The cost share reimbursement reduced credit production
costs while the addition of opportunity cost slightly increased production costs. Only two scenarios
produced nitrogen credits below the $3 PA NCTP market value; the 35 and 50 ft. grass filter strip
scenarios with conventional till in Centre County. The 35 ft. grass filter strip scenario with conventional
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till in Lancaster County, where the opportunity cost of foregone corn income is highest, produced credits
above $3.

Figure 4.18 Nitrogen credit production costs for riparian buffer scenarios with alternative establishment
costs after 50% establishment cost share reimbursement and inclusion of the opportunity cost of foregone
corn income. The horizontal red line represents the optimistic current market value of nitrogen credits
within the PA NCTP of $3.

Nitrogen Credit Price Variation
Initial Establishment Cost Scenarios with Hypothetical Market Prices
Profitability analyses were run to determine how the market price of nitrogen credits affected
when the cost of producing nitrogen credits fell below the market price. It was assumed that once riparian
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buffer scenarios produced nitrogen credits at a cost below the market price, those scenarios would be able
to generate profit over the course of 10 years and were considered profitable.
Figure 4.19 shows the nitrogen credit production costs for initial riparian buffer scenarios with
the current market value for nitrogen credits in the dotted red line and hypothetical values represented by
solid red lines. Once the nitrogen credit price rose to $5, all initial grass filter strip scenarios, with the
exception of certain scenarios in Tioga County, become profitable by producing credits below $5. Forest
buffers did not become profitable until the price of nitrogen credits reached $10, when only the 35 and 50
ft. forest buffers with conventional till in Centre County had credit production costs below $10. Once the
nitrogen credit market price reached $15, forest buffers in other counties became profitable such as
Lebanon, Lancaster, and one scenario in Blair County. At $20 per credit, certain forest buffer scenarios
in all counties became profitable with the exception of Tioga County where all forest buffers remained
unprofitable as the minimum cost for nitrogen credits was roughly $27 per credit. Even at the
hypothetical market price of $20 per nitrogen credit, many larger forest buffer scenarios with no-till
remained unprofitable.
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Figure 4.19 Nitrogen credit production costs for initial riparian buffer scenarios. The dotted red line
represents the optimistic current market value of nitrogen credits within the PA NCTP ($3) while the
solid lines represent theoretical market prices of $5, $10, $15, and $20 per credit.

When the opportunity cost of foregone corn income was included in initial riparian buffer
scenarios, the cost of nitrogen credit production increased which resulted in certain scenarios becoming
unprofitable at certain market price points (Figure 4.20). At $5 per credit, grass filter strip scenarios
which had been profitable, i.e. produced credits below $5, became unprofitable once the opportunity cost
of corn was taken into account. All filter strip scenarios in Centre and Lancaster County remained
profitable at $5 per nitrogen credit. Larger filter strip scenarios with no-till in Blair, Cumberland, and
Lebanon Counties which had been profitable at $5 per credit became unprofitable once the opportunity
cost increased nitrogen credit production costs over $5. Similarly, 50 and 100 ft. filter strip scenarios
with no-till in Tioga County which had been profitable when the nitrogen credit price was set at $10 per
credit became unprofitable. The only forest buffer scenario profitable at $10 per credit was the 35 ft.
buffer with conventional till at Centre County as the nitrogen credit production costs for the 50 ft. buffer
with conventional till had increased to $10.43 per credit. At $15 per credit, select forest buffer scenarios
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with conventional till became profitable while even more became profitable once the price increased to
$20. Again, many larger forest buffers with no-till remained unprofitable while no forest buffers in Tioga
County were profitable after the inclusion of opportunity cost.

Figure 4.20 Nitrogen credit production costs for initial riparian buffer scenarios including the
opportunity cost of foregone corn income. The dotted red line represents the optimistic current market
value of nitrogen credits within the PA NCTP ($3) while the solid lines represent theoretical market
prices of $5, $10, $15, and $20 per credit.

Applying the 50% establishment cost share reimbursement for initial riparian buffer scenarios
decreased nitrogen credit production costs which resulted in more scenarios becoming profitable at
certain market price points (Figure 4.21). For grass filter strips, the most noticeable change was that at
the hypothetical market price of $5 per nitrogen credit, all filter strip scenarios in Tioga County became
profitable after 50% cost share reimbursement. At $5 per credit, the 35 and 50 ft. forest buffer scenarios
with conventional till in Centre County became profitable after cost share producing nitrogen credits at
$4.30 and $4.93 respectively. At $10 per credit, the two scenarios just mentioned in Centre County were
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the only profitable forest buffer scenarios before cost share, however many became profitable at $10 after
cost share reimbursement was applied. At $15 per credit, all forest buffer scenarios in counties other than
Tioga County (with the exception of the 35 ft. with conventional till) generated nitrogen credits at a cost
below $15 and became profitable after a 50% cost share reimbursement. At $20 per credit, all forest
buffer scenarios except for those with no-till in Tioga County became profitable with the inclusion of
establishment cost share reimbursement.

Figure 4.21 Nitrogen credit production costs for initial riparian buffer scenarios with 50% establishment
cost share reimbursement. The dotted red line represents the optimistic current market value of nitrogen
credits within the PA NCTP ($3) while the solid lines represent theoretical market prices of $5, $10, $15,
and $20 per credit.

Including the opportunity cost of foregone corn income after the application of a 50%
establishment cost share reimbursement reduced profitabilities by a small margin, however scenarios
remained more profitable than initial scenarios without either (Figure 4.22). After the opportunity cost of
corn was added to cost shared establishment costs for initial riparian buffer scenarios, all grass filter strip
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scenarios remained profitable at the hypothetical market price of $5 per credit with the exception of filter
strips with no-till in Tioga County, which became profitable at $10. Note that many filter strip scenarios
were not profitable under the current market value of $3 (dotted line) but became profitable once the price
was increased to $5 per credit. The 35 ft. forest buffer with conventional till in Centre County remained
profitable at $5 per credit after the opportunity cost was added to cost shared establishment costs however
the 50 ft. forest buffer became unprofitable. At $10 per credit, many forest buffer scenarios remained
profitable, such as all buffers in Centre County and many forest buffers with conventional till. Once the
hypothetical market price was increased to $15 per credit, the majority of forest buffers became profitable
while all but four scenarios in Tioga County became profitable at $20 per credit.

Figure 4.22 Nitrogen credit production costs for initial riparian buffer scenarios with 50% establishment
cost share reimbursement and opportunity cost of foregone corn income. The dotted red line represents
the optimistic current market value of nitrogen credits within the PA NCTP ($3) while the solid lines
represent theoretical market prices of $5, $10, $15, and $20 per credit.
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Alternative Establishment Cost Scenarios with Hypothetical Market Prices
The same suite of hypothetical market prices for nitrogen credits was applied to riparian buffer
scenarios with alternative establishment costs to determine scenario profitabilities. The average cost of
nitrogen credit production for riparian buffer scenarios with alternative establishment costs are shown in
Figure 4.23. The current market value of nitrogen credits within the PA NCTP ($3) is represented by the
dotted red line and hypothetical market prices are represented by the solid red lines. Grass filter strip
scenarios with the increased alternative establishment costs were not profitable at the current market value
however only two filter strips became profitable at $5; the 35 and 50 ft. filter strips with conventional till
in Centre County. At the hypothetical market price of $10 per credit, most alternative filter strip
scenarios became profitable with the exception of scenarios in Tioga County and larger filter strips with
no-till in Blair, Cumberland, and Lebanon Counties. Certain smaller alternative forest buffer scenarios
with conventional till became profitable at $10 in Centre, Lebanon, and Lancaster Counties. At $15 per
nitrogen credit, most alternative forest buffer and grass filter strip scenarios became profitable with the
exception of larger forest buffers with no-till and most scenarios in Tioga County. The only alternative
forest buffer scenario in Tioga County which became profitable at $20 per credit was the 35 ft. scenario
with conventional till. Excluding Tioga County, all alternative riparian buffer scenarios became
profitable at the hypothetical nitrogen credit market price of $20 except for 100 ft. forest buffer scenarios
with no-till in Blair and Cumberland Counties.
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Figure 4.23 Nitrogen credit production costs for alternative riparian buffer establishment cost scenarios.
The dotted red line represents the optimistic current market value of nitrogen credits within the PA NCTP
($3) while the solid lines represent theoretical market prices of $5, $10, $15, and $20 per credit.

Nitrogen credit production costs for riparian buffer scenarios with alternative establishment costs
responded similarly to the addition of the opportunity cost of foregone corn income as initial scenarios
(Figure 4.24). With the inclusion of opportunity cost, the only scenario that was profitable at the $5
hypothetical market value for nitrogen credits was the 35 ft. grass filter strip scenario with conventional
till for Centre County. Whereas the 50 ft. alternative filter strip buffer with conventional till had been
profitable initially, the cost of nitrogen credit production increased to $5.25 per credit after the
opportunity cost was included. At $10 per credit, certain alternative grass filter strip scenarios became
profitable, especially smaller filter strips with conventional till while all filter strips in Centre County
became profitable. In Lebanon and Lancaster Counties, 35 ft. alternative forest buffers with conventional
till were profitable at $10 per credit while all conventional till forest buffers and the 35 ft. no-till buffer in
Centre County were profitable. Once the hypothetical market value was increased to $15 per nitrogen
credit, the majority of alternative grass filter strip scenarios became profitable while many forest buffers
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became profitable as well. With a market value of $20, only alternative filter strips with conventional till
were profitable amongst scenarios in Tioga County. Excluding Tioga County, all alternative riparian
buffer scenarios were profitable at $20 with the exception of 100 ft. forest buffers with no-till in Blair,
Cumberland, and Lebanon Counties.

Figure 4.24 Nitrogen credit production costs for alternative riparian buffer establishment cost scenarios
including the opportunity cost of foregone corn income. The dotted red line represents the optimistic
current market value of nitrogen credits within the PA NCTP ($3) while the solid lines represent
theoretical market prices of $5, $10, $15, and $20 per credit.

Once again, the inclusion of a 50% cost share reimbursement substantially reduced the cost of
nitrogen credit production for alternative riparian buffer scenarios (Figure 4.25). Without cost share, only
two alternative filter strip scenarios in Centre County were profitable at the hypothetical market value of
$5 per credit. However, with the cost share, the majority of alternative filter strip scenarios were
profitable, especially scenarios with conventional till. Certain alternative forest buffer scenarios in
Centre, Lebanon, and Lancaster Counties were profitable at $5 per nitrogen credit with the cost share as
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well. At $10 per credit, all alternative filter strip scenarios were profitable with the exception of the two
largest filter strips with no-till in Tioga County. The only alternative forest buffer scenario in Tioga
County that was profitable at $10 per credit was the 35 ft. buffer with conventional till while all other
forest buffer scenarios were profitable with the exception of the 100 ft. buffers with no-till in Blair and
Cumberland Counties. At $15, all alternative scenarios were profitable with the exception of forest
buffers with no-till in Tioga County while at $20 all but the 100 ft. no-till forest buffer was profitable.

Figure 4.25 Nitrogen credit production costs for alternative riparian buffer establishment cost scenarios
with 50% cost share reimbursement. The dotted red line represents the optimistic current market value of
nitrogen credits within the PA NCTP ($3) while the solid lines represent theoretical market prices of $5,
$10, $15, and $20 per credit.

Adding the opportunity cost of foregone corn income to alternative riparian buffer scenarios with
a 50% establishment cost share increased the cost of nitrogen credit generation from scenarios with only
the cost share applied (Figure 4.26). Fewer alternative scenarios were profitable at the $5 hypothetical
market price for nitrogen credits, most of those being smaller grass filter strips with conventional till. In
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Centre County, the 35 and 50 ft. alternative forest buffers with conventional till were profitable at $5. At
$10 per credit, the majority of alternative riparian buffer scenarios became profitable except for larger
forest buffers with no-till and most scenarios in Tioga County. At the hypothetical market value of $15
per credit, only certain alternative scenarios in Tioga County were unprofitable while at $20, only the 100
ft. forest buffer scenario with no-till was unprofitable.

Figure 4.26 Nitrogen credit production costs for alternative riparian buffer establishment cost scenarios
with 50% cost share reimbursement and the opportunity cost of foregone corn income. The dotted red
line represents the optimistic current market value of nitrogen credits within the PA NCTP ($3) while the
solid lines represent theoretical market prices of $5, $10, $15, and $20 per credit.

Conservation Reserve Enhancement Program
Annual rental payments from CREP were estimated for comparison as an alternative revenue
generating incentive program for riparian buffer establishment in Pennsylvania. Annual rental payments
were estimated using the mean SRR for each county obtained from 2015 FSA rates (FSA 2015). Annual
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pre-acre rental payments were calculated as 250% of SRR’s based on soil type present under riparian
buffers (FSA Website a). Per-acre annual rental payments were multiplied by buffer size in each county
in order to estimate total annual rental payments from CREP. Payments were identical between buffer
types and agricultural tillage method. However, rental payments varied substantially depending on
county due to variations in the mean SRR. Figure 4.27 shows the estimated total annual rental payments
for buffer sizes in each county analyzed in this study shown in purple bars with darker bars representing
larger buffer sizes. Red bars represent the maximum nitrogen credit trading revenue for the three buffer
sizes in each county which were taken from forest buffer scenarios with conventional till. Credit trading
revenue bars are superimposed upon purple CREP payment bars in order to compare between the two
sources of revenue. For example, the estimated total CREP payment for a 100 ft. buffer in Centre County
is $1,700.45.

Figure 4.27 Estimated annual CREP rental payments by buffer size and county (purple). Annual CREP
payments were equal regardless of buffer type and tillage method. The nitrogen credit trading revenue
from forest buffer scenarios with conventional till in each county are shown in red. These scenarios
represent the maximum credit trading revenue possible for each county and are shown for comparison.
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CREP payments increased with SRR’s, with Lancaster County having a mean rate of $202 per
acre, which was the highest, and Tioga County having the lowest at $26 per acre. Lancaster County has
more valuable agricultural land than Tioga County, thus CREP payments must be higher in order to
compensate for the increased opportunity cost of foregone agricultural production. In all cases, annual
CREP rental rates exceeded annual credit trading revenue for scenarios in this study. The maximum
difference between estimated CREP payments and credit trading revenue shown in Figure 4.27 was
$4562.90 for the 100 ft. buffer in Lancaster County while the minimum difference was $151.75 for the 35
ft. buffer in Tioga County. Larger disparities between the two sources of revenue coincided with larger
SRR’s while variation in credit trading revenue played a smaller role. Note that the credit trading revenue
plotted in Figure 4.27 comes from forest buffer scenarios with conventional till which generated the
largest amount of nitrogen credits. Scenarios with fewer credits, such as grass filter strips with no-till,
would have even larger revenue disparities between CREP payments and credit trading.
In order to analyze differences between annual CREP payments and nitrogen credit trading
revenue, breakeven nitrogen credit prices were calculated to determine at what credit price annual
revenue from credit trading would equal annual CREP payments. Figure 4.28 shows the breakeven credit
prices for all 72 scenarios with forest buffers in green and grass filter strips shown in blue. Breakeven
nitrogen credit prices to equal CREP payments were larger for grass filter strips than for forest buffers.
This was due to the fact that buffer establishment costs do not factor into calculating CREP annual rental
payments or the quantity of nitrogen credits produced, therefore establishment costs did not influence
breakeven credit prices. Breakeven prices to equal CREP payments were calculated using the quantity of
nitrogen credits generated for each scenario where grass filter strips produced fewer credits than forest
buffers. Breakeven prices were greater for scenarios with no-till agriculture than for conventional till due
to differences in the quantity of nitrogen credits generated between the two. However, while scenarios
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with larger buffers produced more credits, they also had higher breakeven prices to equal CREP rental
payments due to increases in CREP payments outpacing increases in nitrogen credit generation.

Figure 4.28 Breakeven nitrogen credit prices in order for annual credit trading revenue to equal CREP
annual rental payments. The current market value for nitrogen credits in the PA NCTP ($3) is represented
by the horizontal red line.

The assumed current market value for nitrogen credits in the PA NCTP was included to compare
CREP breakeven prices with current market conditions. The breakeven prices to equal CREP payments
were above the current market price, meaning scenarios would generate more revenue by enrolling in
CREP than by producing nitrogen credits in the PA NCTP. If these breakeven credit prices were to drop
below the market value for nitrogen credits, then credit trading would produce more revenue for buffer
scenarios. CREP breakeven prices were smallest for scenarios in Centre County due to those scenarios
producing the greatest amount of nitrogen credits while having the second lowest CREP payment rates.
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Breakeven credit prices for scenarios in Tioga County were also small even though they produced the
fewest credits due to having the smallest CREP annual payment relative to other counties in this study.
By comparing breakeven nitrogen credit prices to match CREP payments with varying market
values for nitrogen credits, we can determine at what point nitrogen credit trading might generate more
annual revenue than CREP (Figure 4.29). When the hypothetical market value for nitrogen credits is
above the breakeven credit price to match CREP payments, nitrogen credit trading would theoretically
generate more annual revenue than CREP. For all scenarios in Blair, Cumberland, Lebanon, and
Lancaster Counties, even at $20 per credit, CREP annual rental payments exceeded credit trading
revenue. However, for scenarios in Tioga and Centre Counties, at the hypothetical market price of $10
per nitrogen credit, credit trading revenue began to exceed CREP payments for smaller forest buffers with
conventional till. At $20 per credit, most scenarios in Tioga and Centre County produced more revenue
through nitrogen credit trading than CREP payments with the exception of the 100 ft. forest buffer with
no-till, the 50 and 100 ft. grass filter strips with no-till in Tioga County, and the 100 ft. filter strip with notill in Centre County.
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Figure 4.29 Breakeven nitrogen credit prices in order for annual credit trading revenue to equal CREP
annual rental payments. The dotted red line represents the assumed current market value ($3) while the
solid lines represent theoretical market prices of $5, $10, $15, and $20 per credit.

Note that the breakeven nitrogen credit prices to equal annual CREP payments did not take
establishment costs into account. Only revenue generated from nitrogen credit trading and CREP
contracts was compared. Including riparian buffer establishment costs would be necessary in order to
more accurately compare the profitability of CREP contracts to nitrogen credit trading as incentive
programs. By entering a CREP contract, landowners may receive establishment cost share funding, in
some cases over 100% of establishment costs, whereas farmers may only receive cost share funding for
conservation practices established to meet credit production baselines and not to actually generate credits
within the PA NCTP. This difference in establishment cost considerations was not analyzed
quantitatively but will be discussed later in this paper.
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Nitrogen Credit Production Curves
As buffer size increased, so did the amount of nitrogen credits the buffer generated as well as the
cost of buffer establishment. Thus, the cost of producing nitrogen credits would likely have change as
buffer size increased. The marginal cost of nitrogen credit production was plotted against nitrogen credits
produced, via increases in buffer size, as well as the average cost of nitrogen credit production. The
purpose of calculating the marginal change in nitrogen credit production costs was to estimate where the
marginal cost of nitrogen credit production equaled the market price for nitrogen credits. Doing so would
determine the optimal buffer size given a specific market price for nitrogen credits.
The marginal cost of nitrogen credit production remained constant as the quantity of nitrogen
credits increased by increasing buffer size at one-acre intervals. Figure 4.30 shows the marginal nitrogen
credit production as the quantity of nitrogen credits produced increases with each one-acre increase in
buffer size. Due to model assumptions used within the PA NCTP nitrogen credit calculation
spreadsheets, there was a linear increase in nitrogen credit production with buffer size for riparian buffer
scenarios (Figure 4.31). This relationship, coupled with an assumed linear increase in buffer
establishment costs with buffer size, resulted in constant marginal nitrogen credit production costs with
increasing buffer size. Note that the marginal costs shown in Figure 4.30 are in fact an average value
taken from two marginal costs in each scenario. Due to rounding of nitrogen credit estimates in the
spreadsheets, marginal costs would vary between one value or another as credit production estimates can
only be a whole number. The average marginal cost between these two values is shown in Figure 4.30.
The marginal credit cost curves begin with an x-intercept and then make a 90° turn at the
marginal credit production cost which remains constant as the number of nitrogen credits produced
increases. These intercepts refer to another model assumption that scenarios produce nitrogen credits
before buffers are actually established, i.e. at a buffer size of 0 acres. These initial credit production
estimates are also shown in the y-intercepts of Figure 4.31. Table 4.8 contains the linear relationships
between buffer size and nitrogen credit production for the six Pennsylvania counties in this study.
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Marginal Nitrogen Credit Production Costs
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Figure 4.30 The marginal nitrogen credit production costs for forest buffer scenarios with conventional
till in each county represented in this study. X-intercepts represent the model assumptions of credit
production at a buffer size of 0 acres. Marginal costs shown are an averaged value between the two
marginal costs in each county resulting from the rounding of nitrogen credit estimates.
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Figure 4.31 Nitrogen credit production as buffer size increases for riparian forest buffers with
conventional till in each of the six counties included in this study.
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Table 4.8 Linear equations for the relationship between nitrogen credit production and buffer size shown
in Figure 4.31. The dependent variable (y) refers to the number of nitrogen credits produced based on the
independent variable (x), buffer size in acres.
Credit Production Relationship
Tioga

y = 3.58x + 9.09

Cumberland

y = 6.76x + 16.27

Blair

y = 7.07x + 17.36

Lebanon

y = 7.50x + 23.41

Lancaster

y = 8.65x + 22.73

Centre

y = 11.47x + 30.82

While the marginal nitrogen credit production costs remained constant, the cumulative moving
average of credit costs increased with the amount of nitrogen credits generated from increasing buffer size
(Figures 4.32 and 4.33). Since the PA NCTP credit calculation spreadsheets assume an initial nitrogen
credit production before buffer size increases, scenarios essentially get “free” credits which reduces the
average credit production cost initially. As forest buffers increased in size and generated more nitrogen
credits, the average production costs increased, however at a decreasing rate. Thus, after a time, the
cumulative moving average cost of producing nitrogen credits would plateau and then remain constant,
similar to the marginal production costs. Nitrogen credit production curves were generated for each of
the six counties in this study in order to observe the quantity of nitrogen credits produced and acres of
forest buffer established for each scenario as the market price for nitrogen credits increased. It was
assumed that scenarios would plant forest buffers and produce credits up until the cost of nitrogen credit
production equaled the market price of nitrogen credits. The cumulative average of credit production
costs was plotted against both nitrogen credits (Figure 4.32) and acres of forest buffer established (Figure
4.33). These to graphs represent the same information, however allow observations for how many acres
of forest buffer would be established or nitrogen credits produced at specific nitrogen credit prices.
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Cumulative Moving Average for Credit Production Costs
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Figure 4.32 The cumulative moving average for nitrogen credit production costs as the number of credits
produced per year increases (with buffer size). Results are generated from forest buffer scenarios with
conventional till.
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Figure 4.33 The cumulative moving average for nitrogen credit production costs as buffer size increases
(as well as credits produced). Results are generated from forest buffer scenarios with conventional till.
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As the size of forest buffers increased, along with the quantity of nitrogen credits produced, the
marginal nitrogen credit production costs remained the same. This is assumed to be unrealistic
considering the amount of nitrogen reduced by forest buffers, and thus the quantity of nitrogen credits
produced, should diminish as buffer size increases, however the model assumes a continuous nitrogen
credit production with buffer size. A decreasing rate of nitrogen credit production as buffer size increased
would result in an upward sloping credit production cost curve, which is what we would expect from a
realistic credit cost curve. Therefore, the average cost of nitrogen credits produced was calculated in the
form of a cumulative moving average which showed that the cost of nitrogen credit production increased,
yet at a decreasing rate. For each county, the average nitrogen credit production curves plateaued after a
certain point, indicating that scenario farmers would plant as many acres of forest buffer as they could if
the nitrogen credit price increased beyond the plateau point.
By generating these simplistic curves of nitrogen credit production costs with increasing buffer
size, and credits generated, we can estimate the quantity of nitrogen credits riparian buffer scenarios
would generate at specific nitrogen credit prices within the PA NCTP. For example, at $5 per credit,
scenarios in Centre County would produce roughly 45 nitrogen credits however at $10 per credit,
scenarios in Cumberland, Blair, Lebanon, Lancaster, and Centre County would produce roughly 30, 35,
45, 50, and 100 nitrogen credits respectively. Similarly, scenarios in Centre County would establish
roughly 1.5 acres of forest buffer at $5 per credit but would instead plant roughly 5 acres if the price were
to increase to $10 per credit. While this analysis is simplistic, the idea could be utilized to develop more
robust nitrogen credit production curves for all of Pennsylvania for not only forest buffers and grass filter
strips but for other best management practices as well.
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Chapter 5

Discussion
This study analyzed the ability of agricultural riparian buffers to produce farmer profits through
the generation and trade of nitrogen credits within the PA NCTP. Riparian buffer scenarios were spread
amongst six Pennsylvania counties to determine the effects of certain variables of interest on nitrogen
credit generation and profitability. The cost of nitrogen credit generation was compared to the current
market price for nitrogen credits within the PA NCTP to assess scenario profitability and subsequently if
nitrogen credit trading could provide an adequate incentive for buffer establishment. Alternative
scenarios including opportunity costs, cost share reimbursements, and varying buffer establishment costs
were analyzed to determine their effects on scenario profitabilities as well. Finally, nitrogen credit
trading was compared with CREP as a riparian buffer incentive program in the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania.

Summary of Results
After running the riparian buffer scenarios, forest buffers tended to be significantly less profitable
than grass filter strips. While forest buffers produced more nitrogen credits, greater initial establishment
costs resulted in higher credit production costs. A similar relationship to buffer type and scenario
profitability was observed with buffer size. Larger buffers produced more credits than smaller buffers,
however were less profitable due to increases in establishment costs outpacing increases in credit trading
revenue. Scenarios with conventional till had lower nitrogen credit production costs than equivalent
scenarios with no-till due to scenarios with conventional till generating more credits. Riparian buffer
scenarios in counties which produced more nitrogen credits had lower credit production costs, which was
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tied with nitrogen delivery rates to the Chesapeake Bay as well as corn production (and subsequently
nitrogen application) rates.
Including the opportunity cost of corn production with riparian buffer establishment costs
increased nitrogen credit production costs, with larger cost increases in counties which had higher average
corn production rates such as Lancaster County. The opportunity cost of foregone corn income would be
higher for land that is more agriculturally productive. Including the opportunity cost had a larger impact
on nitrogen credit costs for grass filter strips than for forest buffers due to grass filter strips having smaller
establishment costs.
Including a 50% cost share for buffer establishment costs reduced nitrogen credit production
costs by half for both forest buffers and grass filter strips. As cost share reimbursements were assumed to
be a percentage of total establishment costs, they were quantitatively greater for forest buffers than for
grass filter strips. However, even with the establishment cost share, no forest buffer scenarios produced
nitrogen credits below the current market value within the PA NCTP of $3 per credit. For grass filter
strips however, many scenarios already produced nitrogen credits at a cost below the market value with
even more falling below $3 after the cost share was applied. In fact, all grass filter strip scenarios with
conventional till produced nitrogen credits below $3 after establishment cost share.
Varying riparian buffer establishment costs resulted in anticipated effects on the cost of nitrogen
credit production in that lower establishment costs reduced credit costs and vice versa. Forest buffer
scenarios with lower alternative establishment costs still produced nitrogen credits above the current
market value of $3. However, they produced credits more cheaply than initial establishment cost
scenarios. Grass filter strips with higher alternative establishment costs resulted in nitrogen credit
production costs that were above $3 for all scenarios.
Applying the opportunity cost of foregone corn income and buffer establishment cost share to
scenarios with alternative establishment costs had similar effects to initial establishment cost scenarios.
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The opportunity cost increased nitrogen credit production costs while the establishment cost share
reduced credit costs by roughly half. After the application of establishment cost share, no forest buffer
scenarios produced nitrogen credits below $3 however the 35 ft. forest buffer with conventional till and
alternative establishment cost in Centre County was close with a nitrogen credit cost of $3.12 per credit.
Select alternative grass filter strip scenarios in Centre County became profitable after the establishment
cost share as well as the 35 ft. filter strip with conventional till in Lancaster County.
Analyzing scenario profitability with alternative market prices for nitrogen credits had significant
effects on scenario profitabilities for forest buffers and grass filter strips. As the price for nitrogen credits
increased, more riparian buffer scenarios became profitable as the cost of nitrogen credit production
remained constant for scenarios under consideration. Forest buffers required higher nitrogen credit prices
to become profitable than grass filter strip scenarios in all cases. While most forest buffer scenarios
became profitable with a hypothetical market value of $20 per nitrogen credit, some remained
unprofitable such as scenarios in Tioga County and larger forest buffers with no-till.
Revenue from estimated annual rental payments derived from riparian buffers in CREP contracts
was significantly higher than nitrogen credit trading revenue for all scenarios in this study. The disparity
between credit trading revenue and CREP payments was dependent on buffer size, maximum nitrogen
credit trading revenue from forest buffers, and the mean SRR which dictated CREP payments. Variation
in SRRs had a large impact on the difference between credit trading revenue and CREP payments, which
in many instances was in the thousands of dollars. The smallest difference was in Tioga County, where
both CREP annual rental payments and nitrogen credit trading revenue were lowest while the greatest
difference was in Lancaster County which had the highest mean SRR and subsequently the greatest CREP
payment rate.
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Effects of Riparian Buffer Characteristics
The amount of nitrogen credits generated had significant effects on scenario profitability. With
more nitrogen credits generated, credit production costs decreased as buffer establishment costs were
more widely dispersed amongst credits. Scenario characteristics played an important role in determining
the amount of nitrogen credits produced, and thus the cost of credit production.
While riparian buffer scenarios with no-till produced fewer credits than scenarios with
conventional till in this study, in reality they could potentially produce more. This study assumed that notill agriculture was not included in the nitrogen credit generation process, and therefore the associated
reduction in nitrogen loading was not included in credit estimates. No-till is a common agricultural BMP
used in nitrogen pollution abatement and is also included in the PA NCTP nitrogen credit calculation
spreadsheets. Therefore, no-till agriculture should not be disassociated from other nitrogen reducing
conservation practices such as riparian buffers when determining overall credit trading revenue.
The most striking variation in credit production was due to the geographic location of riparian
buffer scenarios. The county in which scenarios were analyzed determined the assumed nitrogen
application rate based on corn production rates as well as delivery and EOS ratios. Increases in corn yield
increased vegetative nitrogen uptake but also nitrogen application rates and available nitrogen. This
increase in available nitrogen also increased the ability of scenarios to produce credits by having a larger
quantity of nitrogen to be reduced. Delivery ratios increased with proximity to the Chesapeake Bay and
corresponded with increases in credit production while EOS ratios were comparable (between 30%-36%),
except Centre County which produced the most credits, mainly due to having the largest EOS ratio (55%).
Since nitrogen credit production was correlated to nitrogen loading reduction to the Chesapeake
Bay, it can be assumed that scenarios which produced the most credits corresponded to situations where
riparian buffers are most needed. For example, in the watershed segment containing Centre County, a
large percent of the nitrogen leaving fields reached the edge of said watershed and ultimately the Bay.
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These riparian buffer scenarios produced the most credits, and therefore were estimated to have a greater
impact on nitrogen reduction in the Chesapeake Bay than other scenarios. Scenarios closer to the
Chesapeake Bay generally had higher nitrogen delivery ratios and thus produced more nitrogen credits
than scenarios farther away, which means they had a greater impact on nitrogen loading to the Bay. It
would make sense that nitrogen reduction activities closer to the Bay would have a greater impact than
activities farther from the Bay, such as in Tioga County. Furthermore, counties with higher average
agricultural production rates and potentially higher nitrogen application rates would also produce a
greater quantity of credits, which corresponds to an increased nitrogen loading reduction potential. Thus,
using nitrogen credit production rates as an indicator of important riparian buffer establishment locations,
important factors would be areas of high agricultural production which have high local loading rates
(EOS ratios) and are closer to the Chesapeake Bay (high delivery ratios).
Correlating high nitrogen credit production rates to locations of importance for riparian buffer
establishment does not take costs into account however. The cost of nitrogen credit production affects
riparian buffer scenario profitability, and therefore the incentive to establish buffers. However, riparian
buffers in locations which produce more credits may also have reduced nitrogen credit production costs as
was shown in this study. Therefore, it is possible that the most important locations for riparian buffer
establishment for nitrogen reduction may also be profitable within the PA NCTP if the price of nitrogen
credits increases.

Effects of Riparian Buffer Establishment Costs
Nitrogen credit production costs for riparian buffer scenarios, and thus scenario profitability, was
largely dependent on initial establishment costs. Forest buffers produced more credits than grass filter
strips yet were less profitable, while larger buffers produced more credits than smaller buffers but again
were less profitable. Thus, 35 ft. grass filter strips were the most profitable scenarios in each county
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while 100 ft. forest buffers were the least profitable. Smaller grass filter strip scenarios had the ability of
producing nitrogen credits more cheaply than the PA NCTP market value in some instances and were
therefore considered potentially profitable. However, once the cost of filter strip establishment was
increased in alternative scenarios, no grass filter strips produced credits below the market value and were
thus considered not profitable. Even with the reduced establishment costs, alternative forest buffer
scenarios did not produce nitrogen credits at a level that was considered profitable in this study.
Therefore, riparian buffer establishment costs had a substantial effect on scenario profitability with high
establishment costs resulting in unprofitable scenarios. Under current market conditions, relatively small
establishment costs are required for any riparian buffer to be profitable, such as many initial grass filter
strip scenarios before the opportunity cost of foregone corn income was included.
The opportunity cost of foregone corn income on land used for riparian buffer establishment
increased costs for grass filter strips more than forest buffers due to differences in establishment costs.
Many grass filter strip scenarios which had initially been profitable became unprofitable once the
opportunity cost was included. Thus, riparian buffers would potentially be more profitable if established
on land not suited for agricultural production in order to defray opportunity costs. However, the
alternative grass filter strip scenarios were unprofitable even before the opportunity cost of corn income
was included so filter strips would only be profitable if initial establishment costs were very low.
Furthermore, the opportunity cost of foregone income from agricultural production would be greater in
more agriculturally productive areas, such as Lancaster County, which would further reduce the
profitability of riparian buffers. Variability in the price of corn, as well as other agricultural commodities,
would affect profitability via changing opportunity costs. When the price of corn is high, so too is the
opportunity cost of foregone corn income, and farmers would be more likely to plant corn instead of
establishing riparian buffers or in extreme cases remove their buffer entirely to plant corn.
When the 50% establishment cost share was applied to initial establishment costs, riparian buffer
scenario profitability increased with certain scenarios becoming profitable which initially were not.
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Initial forest buffer scenarios remained unprofitable after cost share, however the minimum production
cost after cost share was $4.30 per credit for the 35 ft. forest buffer scenario with conventional till in
Centre County. The lower alternative establishment cost scenarios for forest buffers also remained
unprofitable after the cost share application however the minimum production cost for the same scenario
as before was $3.12 per credit. While 19 initial grass filter strip scenarios were profitable before cost
share, 34 scenarios became profitable after cost share which were all but the 50 and 100 ft. filter strips
with no-till in Tioga County. No grass filter strip scenarios were profitable with higher alternative
establishment costs however all three filter strips with conventional till in Centre County became
profitable as well as the 35 ft. filter strip with no-till in Centre County and the 35 ft. filter strip with
conventional till in Lancaster County.
Applying an establishment cost share to initial riparian buffer establishment costs can increase the
profitability of nitrogen credits trading by reducing the cost of credit generation. However, including
establishment cost share may also defeat one of the fundamental tenants of nutrient credit trading which is
that nutrient loading reductions occur at least cost. In theory, nutrient credit trading is supposed to reduce
nutrient pollution load to specific bodies of water at least cost. Those that can reduce nutrient pollution at
least cost will do so and produce nutrient credits which are sold to those who face higher reduction costs
(Jones et al. 2010). Thus through trade, entities can meet nutrient effluent limits at the least cost possible
and overall watershed-wide reductions occur efficiently. By allowing cost share programs to subsidize
riparian buffer establishment, reductions would no longer occur at least cost because the cost of
generating credits has been artificially reduced and credits no longer represent the true cost of credit
production. While allowing establishment cost share for best management practices that produce nutrient
credits could benefit farmers and potentially increase the supply of credits, trading activity would no
longer maximize economic efficiency in nutrient reduction within the Chesapeake Bay Watershed.
Furthermore, including cost share in the nutrient credit trading program could increase overall nitrogen
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reduction costs rather than achieve reductions at least cost by increasing spending on inefficient
conservation practices.

Nitrogen Credit Trading as an Incentive for Riparian Buffer Establishment and Payment
for Ecosystem Service
Secondary to establishment costs, the price of nitrogen credits within the PA NCTP determines
whether or not nitrogen credit trading is an adequate incentive for riparian buffer establishment. The
price at which farmers can trade nitrogen credits dictates the amount of revenue they can receive and
ultimately whether or not they can pay back establishment costs and begin to generate profits. With the
exception of certain grass filter strips with low initial establishment costs, most riparian buffer scenarios,
and all forest buffers, in this study were shown to not be able to produce nitrogen credits at a cost below
the current market value of $3 per credit within the PA NCTP. Thus, it appears that nitrogen credit
trading alone under current market conditions is not an adequate incentive for riparian buffer
establishment, especially for forest buffers which provide greater ecosystem services than grass filter
strips. In fact, the largest forest buffers, which provided the greatest nitrogen reduction, were the least
profitable scenarios while the smallest grass filter strip scenarios provided the least nitrogen reduction and
were the most profitable.
With an increase in the price of nitrogen credits in the PA NCTP, nitrogen credit trading could be
an adequate payment for ecosystem service to incentivize agricultural riparian buffer establishment. An
increase in the price of nitrogen credits could come from an increase in credit demand within the PA
NCTP. More stringent effluent caps for point sources could increase demand in the short term as entities
would need to purchase more credits to meet load limits. However, in the long run, entities would be able
to invest in more efficient technologies and reduce their reliance on nitrogen credits. However,
population growth within the Chesapeake Bay Watershed could have an effect on the long term demand
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for credits (Selman et al. 2010). An increase in population would necessitate an increase in effluent
treatment through increases in capacity for existing facilities and the construction of new Wastewater
Treatment Plants (WWTPs).
The Commonwealth of Pennsylvania is coming under increased scrutiny for the slow pace of
nitrogen reduction, especially within the agricultural sector (EPA 2015). In response, the Pennsylvania
DEP is considering the implementation of a 3:1 trading ratio for non-point to point source trades in order
to ensure an overall decrease in the watershed-wide nitrogen loading from nutrient credit trading
transactions (DEP 2015). There is concern over the effects of a trading ratio on the demand for non-point
source nitrogen credits since when three credits would be need to be purchased to equal one pound of
nitrogen reduction, the price of nitrogen credits would essentially triple. Large trading ratios increase the
cost of nitrogen credits, which in turn discourage credit trading (Greenhalgh and Selman 2012).
Furthermore, trading ratios would make purchasing nitrogen credits to meet effluent limits less attractive
and point sources would be more likely to invest in technological upgrades rather than purchase credits
(King and Kuch 2003). Thus, implementing a trading ratio for nitrogen credits could decrease credit
demand and ultimately reduce the amount of nitrogen actually being reduced through a decrease in
nutrient credit trading activity. A decrease in demand could also reduce nitrogen credit prices which
could push non-point source credit producers out of the market.
It is also important to consider whether or not nitrogen credit trading is an adequate payment for
ecosystem service for nitrogen reduction by riparian buffers within the Chesapeake Bay Watershed.
Nitrogen credits must be traded at a price which reflects the value of one pound of nitrogen reduction
within the watershed. There are numerous methods for estimating the value of an ecosystem service, such
as estimating the cost of reproducing the same service in an artificial environment (Costanza et al. 1997).
For nitrogen reduction, the cost of removing one pound of nitrogen artificially such as in a WWTP can be
used to estimate the value of an equivalent pound of nitrogen reduced from riparian buffers. In a study of
the estimated costs of nitrogen removal for large, centralized WWTPs in the Cape Cod area of
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Massachusetts, an annual cost of $230-$295 per pound of nitrogen was estimated with an effluent
concentration limit of 3 mg N/L (Barnstable County Wastewater Cost Task Force 2010). Another study
in New Hampshire calculated an estuary-wide annual cost of $58-$70 per pound nitrogen for the Great
Bay Estuary at a nitrogen effluent limit of 3 mg N/L (NH DES 2010). Per-pound nitrogen removal costs
varied for individual WWTPs within the estuary however. The three cheapest per-pound nitrogen
removal costs for WWTPs were $6-$7, $30-$35, and $32-$29 while the four most expensive costs were
>$1,000 per pound. The other 10 WWTPs had an average cost of $179-215 per pound of nitrogen
removed. Furthermore, a study by the EPA estimated a minimum cost of nitrogen removal of $8.82 for a
range of storm sewer systems for urban and residential nitrogen runoff in the United States (EPA 2015).
While the cost of removing nitrogen in an artificial environment is highly variable, it seems that the
current market value of nitrogen credits within the PA NCTP ($3) is significantly lower than the value of
nitrogen reduction within the watershed.
A study by the World Resources Institute estimates a minimum nitrogen credit price of $20 per
credit at which farmers would be willing to enter the market in a mature, Chesapeake Bay-wide credit
trading program (Jones et al. 2010). This price represents and average annualized cost of establishment,
maintenance, and opportunity cost for four agricultural best management practices; cover crops,
constructed wetlands, forest buffers, and grass buffers. A nitrogen credit price of $20 per credit is
consistent, albeit high for a “minimum” value, with results from this study at which most forest buffers
and grass filter strips would be able to generate profits even when the opportunity cost is included.
It should be noted that nitrogen credit production costs and nitrogen credit prices were assumed to
remain constant over the course of the 10-year timeframe of scenarios in this study. Initial buffer
establishment costs were spread amongst 10 years of credit production, resulting in an average cost per
credit per year. However, the true cost of producing credits would not remain constant when the time
value of money is taken into account. Put another way, the nitrogen credit price that would be required to
cover production cost of $5 per credit at year 10 would be more than the price required to cover
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production costs of $5 per credit today. In fact, at 5.5% interest (the same used to estimate opportunity
costs in this study), a credit price of $8.56 would be required at year 10 to equal a production cost of $5
per credit today. While these considerations were not incorporated into the analyses in this study, they
would need to be taken into account in future economic studies for more robust analyses.

Nitrogen Credit Trading and the Conservation Reserve Enhancement Program
The Conservation Reserve Enhancement Program (CREP) in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
provides substantially greater payments to landowners for riparian buffers than potential revenue from
nitrogen credit trading under current market conditions in the PA NCTP. Since farmers cannot
simultaneously be enrolled in a CREP contract and produce nitrogen credits, this results in a disincentive
for farmers to enter the credit trading market as they can generate greater profits through CREP.
However, annual CREP payments may still not provide an adequate payment for ecosystem service for
riparian buffers as a study of conservation reserve program lands in Iowa suggests (Johnson et al. 2016).
The net present value of total estimated ecosystem service benefits was $399-$5,090 greater per acre than
payments to farmers. Another advantage of CREP over nitrogen credit trading is that landowners have an
assurance of receiving annual rental payments over the course of CREP contracts as long as they meet
requirements such as an adequate seedling survival rate. There is more uncertainty with nitrogen credit
trading however, as farmers do not have the same assurance that they will be able to successfully sell
credits within the market after establishing riparian buffers. Conservation program payments for riparian
buffer establishment can compete with revenue from nutrient credit trading, thereby reducing the overall
supply of non-point nutrient credits (King and Kuch 2003).
Nutrient credit trading could potentially provide some benefits over CREP contracts when the
difference in annual revenue is ignored. A major concern landowners have of conservation programs
such as CREP is their unwillingness to give up certain property rights on land under easements or
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contracts (Cooper and Jacobson 2009). By entering into contracts with conservation programs,
landowners agree to specific stipulations of continued maintenance and non-development that dissuade
many from participating. Nutrient credit trading provides an alternative as landowners do not need to
accept long term contracts and can retain land use flexibility on an annual basis. Nutrient credit trading
allows farmers to retain full land use rights on area incorporated into buffer and may choose to
discontinue credit trading or even remove the buffer all together at any time they wish. The ability of
retaining full land use rights and being able to engage in any activity a landowner wishes is known as the
option value, which is given up by participating in many conservation programs. Furthermore, there is
concern over changes in property rights and regulations that may occur once buffers are established under
conservation program contracts (Lynch and Tjaden 2000). Some landowners are concerned that protected
wildlife species could become established in the buffer or riparian land that is no longer considered
“agricultural” would come under new regulation.
Further concerns over CREP and other riparian buffer incentive programs are uncertainties over
future government funding opportunities (Greenhalgh and Selman 2012). If government funded
conservation incentive programs were to dwindle, alternative economic incentives would need to be
available for riparian buffer establishment, which nutrient credit trading could provide. While the basic
market infrastructure is mainly government funded and regulated, the nutrient credits themselves are not,
which can reduce government spending on nitrogen reduction activities within a watershed. However,
there is also concern over the future of nutrient credit trading markets as well considering the stability of
future credit price, demand, and the existence of the market itself. The current low price of nitrogen
credits is due in part to the relaxed waste load allocation caps to WWTPs. During the initial phases of
implementation of the PA NCTP, point source emitters contested initial waste load allocations which
were eventually increased (Greenhalgh and Selman 2012). If those allocations were to be lowered, there
would likely be a simultaneous decrease in credit supply and increase in credit demand from point sources
which would result in an increase in the price of credits in the short term. Non-point source credit
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producers such as farms are more slow to react than point source entities and thus an increase in credit
supply over the longer term from farms could eventually bring the credit price back to equilibrium.
Where that equilibrium credit price existed would determine the ability of nutrient credit trading in the PA
NCTP to provide an adequate incentive for agricultural riparian buffer establishment.
Additionally, the complexity of participating in nitrogen credit trading within the PA NCTP must
be compared with entering CREP contracts in order to determine the incentive for farmers to enter into
either program. Transaction costs within nutrient credit trading programs such as the amount of time
required to certify, verify, and register credits beyond the difficulty of navigating the complex process can
be a deterrent to market participation (Greenhalgh and Selman 2012). Nutrient credit aggregators have
emerged as a way for farmers to facilitate the trade of credits through a third party who bundle credits
from a variety of sources and then sell them on the market. While this makes producing and trading
credits easier for small scale credit producers such as farmers, it can reduce the amount of revenue they
receive as aggregators must collect a certain percentage of the revenue generated. However,
organizations such as credit aggregators could work with farms in order to bundle other nutrient credits
together or coordinate between alternative incentive programs such as CREP to increase revenue. These
aggregator-like entities could increase incentives for not only riparian buffer establishment but other
agricultural conservation practices by reducing knowledge gaps, combining sources of revenue, and
facilitating payments to farmers.
While many landowners choose to re-enroll their riparian buffers into CREP contracts, there is
concern over landowners removing buffers after their contract expires (Stubbs 2014). Increasing
agricultural commodity prices and concerns over property rights can lead landowners to not re-enroll in
conservation incentive programs. Nutrient credit trading could provide an alternative incentive for
farmers to maintain their riparian buffers intact while not re-enrolling into conservation contracts.
Farmers could continue to receive annual revenue through nutrient credit trading after their CREP
contract has expired by keeping their buffer intact. Additionally, after participating in CREP, a riparian
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buffer could be considered to have completely payed off initial establishment costs, and thus would be
generating profit through nutrient credit trading. By assuming no initial establishment costs, forest
buffers would generate more profits through nitrogen credit trading than grass filter strips by producing
more credits. Participating in nitrogen credit trading after CREP contracts have expired could provide an
additional incentive for farmers to keep riparian buffers intact through continuing to generate annual
profits while retaining full property rights on their land.

Nitrogen Credit Production Curves
The purpose of generating nitrogen credit production curves was to observe how many nitrogen
credits, and therefore how many acres of forest buffer, scenarios would generate relative to the price of
nitrogen credits within the PA NCTP. While the marginal cost of nitrogen credit production did not
change, the average cost of producing nitrogen credits increased with buffer size and nitrogen credit
production. Since the cost curves provide an optimistic estimate for the quantity of nitrogen credits
scenarios would generate, by having an idea of roughly how many farms with riparian zones exist in each
county, an estimate of nitrogen credits from riparian buffers in that county at certain market prices could
be calculated. By taking the sum total of nitrogen credits produced from each county, an optimistic
supply of nitrogen credits from riparian buffers could be estimated for certain price points for nitrogen
credits in all of Pennsylvania. By using this framework, supply curves for the entire nutrient credit
trading market in Pennsylvania could be generated.
While the nitrogen credit production analysis completed in this study was elementary, more
robust economic analyses could be constructed using the basic framework provided here. By having an
idea of the maximum amount of nitrogen credits that could be supplied to the market from riparian
buffers given the market price, Pennsylvania decision makers could estimate how many acres of riparian
buffer would be involved in the PA NCTP given certain market conditions. Furthermore, the
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Pennsylvania DEP could use nitrogen credit production analyses to suggest how low effluent caps to
point source emitters could be set by estimating the quantity of nitrogen credits that would be supplied to
the market assuming an increase in the price of nitrogen credits from an increase in demand. Market
demand for nitrogen credits could be slowly increased in order to allow a matched increase in credit
supply from non-point sources such as riparian buffers. This could allow certain goals for non-point
source nitrogen reduction to be met by manipulating regulations which influence the nutrient credit
market in Pennsylvania.
As a point of discussion, it should be reiterated that the nitrogen credit production curves
produced in this study were not what was expected given realistic assumptions about nitrogen credit
production costs. As riparian buffer size increases (via increases in buffer width), the quantity of nitrogen
reduced and nitrogen credits generated should diminish as there is limit to the amount of nitrogen
available for removal. Buffer establishment costs would increase with buffer size and the quantity of
nitrogen credits produced would decrease, resulting in increasing marginal nitrogen credit production
costs. By having an upward sloping marginal cost curve, there would be a specific buffer width
associated with individual nitrogen credit market prices which would provide optimal profits. However,
since the model assumes a continuous linear increase in nitrogen credits with buffer size, the marginal
costs remained constant, and thus an optimal buffer width was not able to be estimated. Furthermore,
since the model assumes a set amount of “free” credits with a buffer size of 0, smaller buffers produced
nitrogen credits more cheaply than larger buffers, which may not accurately reflect actual conditions onsite.

Alternative Sources of Revenue for Riparian Buffers
While revenue from nitrogen credit trading has been shown not to produce sufficient revenue to
provide an adequate incentive for riparian buffer establishment, bundling credits could increase
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landowner revenue and increase incentives for buffer establishment. Within the PA NCTP, phosphorus
credits are also traded albeit to a much smaller extent than nitrogen credits, while in other credit trading
programs sediment credits can also be traded (Branosky et al., 2011). In 2014, while over 800,000
nitrogen credits were traded in the PA NCTP, just over 70,000 phosphorus credits were traded (DEP
Website). Riparian buffers (both forest and grass) can reduce nitrogen, phosphorus, and sediment
simultaneously and therefore would be able to produce credits for all three nutrient pollutants from the
same buffer. This would decrease the cost of producing nutrient credits through spreading buffer
establishment costs between more credits. By producing and trading both phosphorus and sediment
credits alongside nitrogen, nutrient credit trading could be a greater incentive for buffer establishment
than nitrogen credit trading alone.
Riparian buffers can also sequester a substantial amount of carbon; as much as 242 Mg C/ha in
mature riparian forest buffers over 50 years old (Rheinhardt et al. 2012). Carbon credits could be an
additional source of revenue for riparian buffers which could be bundled with nutrient credits to increase
revenue from riparian buffers. Riparian forest buffers could potentially produce a greater amount of
nitrogen, phosphorus, and carbon credits than grass filter strips and thus potentially more revenue from
bundled credits. Combining revenue from nitrogen credit trading, or bundled credits, with buffer
incentive programs such as CREP could further increase incentives for buffer establishment. While
buffers currently cannot be simultaneously enrolled in CREP contracts and produce credits, farmers could
potentially generate and trade nutrient credits after CREP contracts have expired. After the expiration of
a CREP contract, buffer establishment costs could be assumed to be zero, giving forest buffers the ability
to produce greater profits than grass filter strips.
Additional sources of revenue which can be obtained from riparian buffers are harvestable
resources such as timber, non-timber forest products, and biomass for bioenergy. Established markets
exist for extractable products that can be produced from riparian buffers such as timber from forest
buffers (Cooper and Jacobson 2009). The amount of revenue from timber production from forest buffers
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would depend on a variety of factors such as species, planting density, and the amount of time a buffer
has been allowed to grow. To a certain point, as trees mature their timber value increases, thus
landowners who wish to harvest timber from forest buffers would have an incentive to leave their buffers
intact during maturation. It should be noted that significant care should be taken while harvesting timber
to ensure riparian areas remain stable and that harvesting activity does not result in an increase in erosion
or runoff. Non-timber forest products such as fruit, nuts, and herbs such as ginseng are other harvestable
products which can be obtained from forest buffers and can result in revenue and much shorter intervals
compared to timber (Cooper and Jacobson 2009). However, revenue from tree products such as fruit and
nuts would not be realized until the trees mature. Shorter term revenue from riparian buffer products
could come from herb production such as ginseng as well as from other enterprises such as mushroom
production. While certain products could potentially be obtained from grass filter strips, forest buffers are
more amenable to the production of timber and non-timber forest products.
Vegetative biomass harvested for bioenergy is another potential mechanism for generating
revenue from both forest buffers and grass filter strips. Short rotation woody crops such as shrub willow
(Salix spp.) and perennial grasses such as switchgrass (Panicum virgatum) are two common crops grown
in the United States as bioenergy feedstocks. Shrub willow is a fast growing, coppicing woody species
that has been used for stream bank stabilization, snow fences, windbreaks, and improving
environmentally degraded sites (Smart et al. 2005). Shrub willow can also be planted in an agricultural
system and harvested every 3-4 years with the possibility of gaining 7 harvests over the lifetime of a
planting (Volk et al. 2004). Due to the fast growing nature of willow and its ability to establish along
streambanks and on agriculturally marginal lands, there is potential for the use of shrub willow for
riparian buffers with the purpose of extracting biomass for bioenergy purposes. Switchgrass is a warmseason perennial grass native to North America. For decades, switchgrass has been used to revegetate
degraded lands such as the Great Plains after the devastating drought of the 1930s (Mitchell et al. 2016).
It has also been used extensively as livestock forage beyond its use as a cellulosic bioenergy feedstock.
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In fact, switchgrass can be cut or grazed early in the season and then harvested for biomass again in the
late fall resulting in dual-purpose seasonal crop (University of Kentucky Cooperative Extension Service
2013). Whereas shrub willow is typically harvested every 3-4 years, switchgrass can be harvested every
year after reaching maturation three years after establishment.
Biomass from short rotation woody crops and perennial grasses can be grown on marginal land so
as to not compete with food crops and can reduce soil disturbance, enhance biodiversity, and increase
carbon sequestration relative to annual agricultural crops. The ability of utilizing harvestable biomass
crops in a functioning riparian buffer is largely dependent on how harvesting activities will affect soil
disturbance and subsequently nutrient and sediment loss as well as the economic feasibility of planting
and harvesting feedstocks. Further research must be conducted into these two topics in order to assess the
feasibility of biomass crops in riparian buffers for bioenergy production. However, another area of
interest is the conversion of “first generation” biofuel crop fields such as corn in riparian areas to biomass
crops such as willow or switchgrass. Producing short rotation woody crops or perennial grasses in the
place of annual bioenergy crops could reduce erosion and sedimentation as well as nutrient losses into
riparian areas and increase carbon sequestration through biomass production and soil carbon
sequestration. It is possible that such conversion could be incorporated into the PA NCTP and other
nutrient credit trading programs as such agricultural activities would reduce nutrient loading into the
Chesapeake Bay. Estimating the quantity of nutrient loading reduction from converting corn fields for
ethanol production to perennial biomass crops will be necessary to determine the possibility of producing
credits, as is currently being studied by Woodbury et al. (2016). Furthermore, research into the possible
effects of such land use conversion incentives would be required to ensure that food crop production
would not be substantially altered due to incentives for biomass production.
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Concerns with Pennsylvania Nutrient Credit Trading Program
During the course of this study, certain concerns surfaced regarding the nitrogen credit estimation
criterion within the PA NCTP as well as other market factors relating to the ability of nitrogen credit
trading to provide an adequate incentive for agricultural riparian buffer establishment.
While the riparian buffer scenarios were initially being developed, it became clear that limitations
within the PA NCTP nitrogen credit calculation spreadsheets made estimates of nitrogen reduction
potential from buffers questionable. The spreadsheets did not take critical information about site specific
details into account which would have substantial effects on nitrogen reduction. Site characteristics such
as soil type and depth, slope, and precipitation were not considered however are aggregated into EOS and
delivery ratio estimates for specific watershed segments. For example, Watershed Segment (WS) 60
which includes most of Centre County also includes parts of Clinton, Lycoming, Tioga, Potter, Cameron,
Elk, and Clearfield Counties (DEP 2011, Appendix A). The same EOS and delivery ratio is applied for
all farmland within this WS which contains the highest EOS ratio for all watershed segments in the PA
NCTP. This high EOS ratio resulted in scenarios from Centre County having the largest nitrogen
reduction potential to the Chesapeake Bay and therefore produce the most credits; and a similar effect can
be assumed for scenarios from other counties within WS 60. While almost half of Tioga County is in WS
60, the rest is located in WS 10 which corresponded with the lowest delivery ratio within the PA NCTP.
Therefore, by simply “moving” a farm across the WS border, scenarios in Tioga County could have gone
from being the least profitable to being close to the most profitable within this study due to differences in
the assumed EOS and delivery ratios applied to watershed segments.
Certain riparian buffer characteristics which would affect the nitrogen loading reductions from
upland fields were not included in the nitrogen credit spreadsheets such as vegetative species
composition, planting density, and the age of vegetation within the buffer. These factors would certainly
affect the actual nitrogen reduction achieved by riparian buffers. Since the age of the buffer is not
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considered, identical nitrogen reductions are assumed to occur directly after establishment and for every
consecutive year which is not a valid assumption; especially considering site disturbance during buffer
establishment which could increase runoff in the short term but then reduce as buffers mature, continue to
vegetate, and stabilize riparian areas. As buffer size increases, the PA NCTP spreadsheets assumed a
linear increase in nitrogen reduction with buffer size which is another invalid assumption as the nitrogen
reduction should taper off after a certain buffer size. Furthermore, within the spreadsheets, projects
cannot combine buffer types while in reality many riparian buffers are a mixture of grass filter strips and
forest buffers such as the three zone riparian buffer described by Welsch (1991). In fact, mixed buffers
could potentially be more profitable than forest buffers or grass filter strips alone as mixed buffers would
be cheaper to establish than forest buffers yet generate more credits than grass filter strips. Studies have
also shown that mixed buffers can reduce nitrogen more efficiently at smaller buffer widths than either
buffer type alone (Mayer et al. 2007).
While broad estimates and the exclusion of certain riparian buffer and site characteristics reduce
the confidence in the accuracy of nitrogen reduction estimates, they are understandable as the inclusion of
many of the aforementioned parameters would increase the cost and complexity of developing and
validating nitrogen credit production practices within the PA NCTP. For example, determining the slope
and soil type and depth would require on site data collection which would increase the cost of verifying
nitrogen credit production practices. Identifying vegetative species composition, planting density, and the
age of buffers would require specialized knowledge for individuals establishing buffers as well as those
validating nitrogen credit production. However, in the case of soil type and slope, GIS data could be
incorporated into nitrogen credit production calculations such as those contained within the Web Soil
Survey developed by the NRCS which contains fine-scale, detailed soil information for much of the
United States. In fact, an alternative nitrogen reduction estimation tool, the Nutrient Tracking Tool,
incorporates this data into onsite agricultural nitrogen reduction estimates from conservation practices
(Saleh et al. 2011).
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Further Research
After completion of this study, possibilities for future research regarding the ability of nutrient
credit trading to incentivize riparian buffer establishment emerged which were unable to be pursued due
to time and resource limitations.
To begin with, conducting riparian buffer field trails in order to compare on site nitrogen
reductions with nitrogen credit production estimates would be necessary to ensure that nitrogen credit
trading activity is an accurate reflection of nitrogen reduction and that farmers are receiving appropriate
payments. This could be achieved by working with select farms spread across various geographic
locations and site characteristics. Studies should also include the effect of buffer age on nitrogen
reduction as this probably has an impact on nitrogen reduction between buffer types. For example, grass
filter strips mature quickly within only a couple of years while forest buffers can take decades. Even
simple categories such as “recently established”, “established”, and “mature” could increase precision of
nitrogen reduction estimates. Furthermore, certain sites could be more suited to grass filter strips than
forest buffers due to soil conditions and topography which should be taken into consideration.
A comparison of agricultural nitrogen reduction tools could provide insight into the
appropriateness of model assumptions as well as the costs associated with using different tools. The
Nutrient Tracking Tool (NTT) is an online calculation program which estimates nutrient and sediment
losses from agricultural lands based on farming and conservation practice data (Saleh et al. 2011). The
NTT can be used to compare the effects of establishing a variety of conservation practices on farmland
and has the primary objective of estimating nutrient credit production from practice establishment,
including grass filter strips and forest buffers. The NTT incorporates more parameters into estimates such
as onsite soil information gained from the NRCS Web Soil Survey and can estimate the effect of
establishing conservation practices on crop yields (Saleh et al. 2015). Saleh et al. (2011 & 2015) ran
simulations for multiple conservation practice scenarios using the NTT and found that riparian forest
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buffers outperformed grass filter strips for reductions in edge-of-field runoff as well as nitrogen,
phosphorus, and sediment loss. Nutrient and runoff reductions varied significantly depending on soil type
however (Saleh et al. 2015). Therefore, the soil type present on agricultural riparian buffers appears to
play a significant role in determining nitrogen reduction, however the PA NCTP spreadsheets do not take
variations in soil type into account. Another important factor the NTT takes into consideration which the
PA NCTP spreadsheets do not is slope. The NTT uses a digital elevation model to calculate the slope for
each major soil designation (Saleh et al. 2015).
Another useful study would be to conduct surveys of farmer’s attitudes towards participating in
nutrient credit trading similar to studies that have been done with CREP participants in Pennsylvania
(Cooper and Jacobson 2009, Eisenbise 2014). Extensive theoretical research and modelling is helpful to
determine the potential for participation in nutrient credit trading, however research and outreach must
also be conducted into farmer’s willingness to participate in the credit trading market. Going further,
assessing attitudes towards generating nutrient credits after CREP contracts or combined with the ability
to produce extractable products from riparian buffers would be informative as to increasing incentives for
buffer establishment. Estimating potential revenue from producing products such as non-timber forest
products and biomass from riparian buffers along with nutrient credit trading would be necessary in order
to gain insight into whether or not farmer’s would be willing to adopt these practices.
Finally, conducting more intensive economic analyses into nitrogen credit production, as well as
phosphorus and sediment credits, as market conditions change and prices fluctuate will be able to provide
insight into the future of credit supply from non-point sources such as farms. The nitrogen credit
production curves from riparian forest buffers in this study were elementary, however provide the initial
framework to more advanced analysis as to credit production in the future. The supply of nitrogen credits
based on a set of criteria such as buffer type, geographic location, and agricultural practices would
provide a more robust analysis. Incorporating localized soil and land cover data would allow for more in
depth analysis of estimating the amount of agricultural riparian land where riparian buffers could be
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included in credit trading. A similar analysis could be conducted into assessing where establishing
riparian buffers could be most influential by comparing potential revenue and opportunity costs from
buffer establishment with erodibility indices. Locations where farmers could receive substantial revenue
while achieving large nitrogen loading reduction services would be important areas to focus on buffer
establishment.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion
As the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania lags behind other Chesapeake Bay Watershed states in
nitrogen loading reduction to the Bay, increased efforts to establish conservation practices to reduce
nutrient loading are being pursued such as the Pennsylvania Forest Buffer Initiative, whose goal is to
plant 95,000 acres of riparian buffers by 2025 (DCNR 2016). The budding nutrient credit trading
program in Pennsylvania may provide an incentive for agricultural riparian buffer establishment through
the generation and trade of nitrogen credits (Talberth et al. 2010, Ribaudo et al. 2014). In order for
nitrogen credit trading to provide an adequate incentive for riparian buffer establishment on Pennsylvania
farmland, farmers who produce nitrogen credits from buffer establishment will need to cover
establishment costs and generate profits within an acceptable period of time through credit trading.
Otherwise, nitrogen credit trading will have to be combined with other incentive programs in order to
provide a more diversified portfolio of revenue from riparian buffers to incentivize their establishment.

Summary
The main purpose of this study was to determine the ability of agricultural riparian buffers to
generate profits within the PA NCTP through the production and trade of nitrogen credits generated by
planting riparian buffers. After running a suite of buffer scenarios under varying parameters, it was
determined that nitrogen credit trading alone does not provide an adequate incentive for buffer
establishment under current market conditions with nitrogen credit prices at $3 per credit. Grass filter
strips were able to generate profits more quickly than forest buffers, however forest buffers generated
more credits and thus were estimated to provide greater nitrogen reductions to the Chesapeake Bay.
Shorter payback periods and greater profits were possible for scenarios in Centre County which is
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attributed to the Watershed Segment 60 in Pennsylvania as opposed to the other 5 counties and watershed
segments included in this study. Including the opportunity cost of foregone agricultural income increased
nitrogen credit production costs while including establishment cost share decreased production costs to
the extent of allowing certain scenarios generate profits within the 10-year timeframe analyzed in this
study. Cost share programs are currently not allowed to be applied for credit generating practices within
the PA NCTP however and could disrupt the economic efficiency of nutrient reductions from credit
trading.
The current market price of $3 per credit for nitrogen credits is not an adequate representation of
the cost of reducing one pound of nitrogen and thus nitrogen credit trading is currently not an adequate
payment for ecosystem service for nitrogen reduction (Barnstable County Wastewater Cost Task Force
2010, NH DES 2010, EPA 2015). This study demonstrated that a nitrogen credit price of at least $5
would be needed before nitrogen credit trading would begin to provide an adequate incentive for grass
filter strip establishment and a minimum price of roughly $10 per credit for forest buffers in the PA
NCTP. A study by the World Resources Institute estimated a minimum nitrogen credit price of $20 per
credit would be needed for farmers to willingly enter the market under a mature Chesapeake Bay
Watershed wide nutrient credit trading market (Talberth et al. 2010), however this study shows that that
minimum price may be closer to $15. However, it should be noted that this study did not consider the
costs of reaching the baseline requirements to produce nitrogen credits and thus $20 per credit could be an
accurate estimate.
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Appendices
Appendix A

Watershed Segment Map
This map is coded by colors and each color corresponds to a segment (the number in green). This segment
number will then allow you to choose the appropriate nitrogen or phosphorous delivery ratio and
appropriate nitrogen or phosphorous edge of segment ratio from the table listed on the second page. For
example, if your property is in Bedford, you would be in segment 90 which would give a nitrogen delivery
ratio of 0.897 and a nitrogen edge of segment ratio of 15 % to 45% depending on the tillage practice.

Source: DEP 2011

Watershed
Segment

Nitrogen
Delivery
Ratio

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
140
160
175
180
210
450
470
700
710
720
730
740
750
800

0.474
0.495
0.733
0.871
0.836
0.93
0.941
0.951
0.897
0.88
0.961
0.98
0.99
0.583
0.7
0.819
0.72
1
1
0.7
0.97
0.891
0.683
0.749
0.627
1

Nitrogen EOS Ratio (see Notes 1 & 2)
Conventional Conservation Hay Pasture
Till
Till
36%
29%
89%
15%
38%
31%
34%
16%
43%
31%
78%
16%
42%
38%
60%
12%
50%
38%
97%
18%
55%
31%
78%
15%
45%
45%
86%
13%
32%
25%
75%
10%
45%
34%
49%
15%
35%
29%
32%
12%
31%
22%
27%
10%
29%
21%
20%
9%
30%
22%
22%
9%
33%
28%
59%
23%
33%
22%
29%
20%
34%
38%
58%
9%
46%
33%
40%
10%
30%
22%
16%
9%
25%
17%
23%
6%
40%
35%
37%
13%
28%
21%
15%
9%
27%
21%
16%
9%
23%
22%
43%
11%
21%
17%
50%
12%
47%
33%
38%
10%
48%
34%
34%
9%

Watershed
Segment

Phosphorus
Delivery
Ratio

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
140
160
175
180
210
450
470
700
710
720
730
740
750
800

0.436
0.436
0.436
0.436
0.436
0.436
0.436
0.436
0.436
0.436
0.436
0.436
0.436
0.67
0.67
0.67
0.669
1
1
0.436
0.436
0.436
0.67
0.67
0.67
1

Phosphorus EOS Ratio (see Notes 1 & 2)
Hay Pasture
Conventional Conservation
Till
Till
10%
4%
4%
15%
13%
7%
5%
16%
11%
6%
7%
16%
12%
10%
7%
12%
15%
6%
14%
18%
11%
4%
16%
15%
27%
7%
12%
13%
12%
7%
7%
10%
11%
4%
12%
15%
8%
3%
5%
12%
9%
5%
5%
10%
8%
3%
4%
9%
25%
10%
7%
9%
32%
27%
7%
23%
5%
5%
6%
20%
9%
7%
4%
9%
11%
7%
7%
10%
5%
2%
2%
9%
22%
3%
3%
6%
7%
6%
5%
13%
6%
2%
2%
9%
6%
3%
3%
9%
15%
8%
6%
11%
12%
8%
8%
12%
13%
7%
5%
10%
15%
8%
11%
9%

Notes:
1. The portion of nutrient loads leaving a watershed were estimated by adding the manure, fertilizer, air deposition and mineral/residual nutrient inputs for each watershed
and subtracting the estimated crop uptake from the total nutrient inputs. The remaining nutrient loads after crop uptake were then divided by the estimated loads leaving the
watershed to calculate the edge of watershed percents.
2. All calculations based on watershed simulations completed by EPA's Chesapeake Bay Program Office.

